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Sports phenoms
A weekly radio spot led to free Super
Bowl tickets and celebrity parties for
three jMU students.
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A new local restaurant, The Serving Spoon,
offers a revolving menu for every palette.

Former men's basketball coach "Lefty" Driesell
retired earlier this month after coaching for 41
years, including eight years at JMU.
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JMU
receives
$2.5 mil. NAACP budgeting, safe ride system discussed Tuesday
donation
-6 6-

SGA delays FEB decision
BY DAVID CLKMKNTSOS

news editor
The Student Government
Association Tuesday night
postponed the debate on
NAACP's funding and discussed a proposal to offer safe
rides from parties.
"The Winter Break was our
halfhme," SGA President Levar
Stoney told the senators. "We
need to come out in the second
hall and give the students .ill we
can give
Stoney said the senate made
the right division regarding the
budgeting status of the Hl.uk
Student Alliance and hopefully
the SGA will do the same with
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People at the next senate meeting Jan. 21.

BY BECKY PORTKR

staff writer
JMU recently received a
$2.5 million gift, which will he
used toward the construction
o( a new Theater and Dance
Performance Center.
A $29.8-million theater and
dance complex will be built
on the corner of South Main
and Grace streets, IMI
President Linwood Rose
announced Friday.
The donation, the largest in
the university's history, was
announced at Friday's Board
of Visitors meeting. The gift
was made by Charles E. Estes
in honor of his late wife,
Dorothy Thomasson Estes, a
1945 JMU graduate and supporter of the university. His
daughter,
Martha
Estes
Grover, graduated from JMU
in 1983 and served on the university's Board of Visitors
from 1995 to IW
The Nov. 5, 2002 bond
issue passed by Virginia voters wiU fund all but $5 million
of the project, with the rest
coming from private donations, according to a Jan. 10
press release.
"The new theater/dance
complex is vital to the future of
James Madison University, and
we are extremely grateful to
Mr Estes for his generous gift,"
Rose said Friday. "The building
will serve as a lasting memorial
to a loyal and dedicated alumna of our university."
Rose said that the "gift of
the Estes family will serve as a
challenge to other potential
donors to come forward in
support of the arts at JMU."
The new performance center will house over 108,490
square feet of classrooms, laboratories, faculty offices, dance
studios, support spaces and
instructional theaters. Also, a
450-seat main stage theater will
accommodate dance performances, stage plays and fullscale musical theater productions. JMU's current main
stage theater in Duke Hall
seats 330 people. University
officials said Anthony-Seeger
Hall will be razed to make
room for the center
A music performance center,
also included as part of the bond
issue, will be built just south of
the theater/dance building
according to Fred Hilton, director of media relations
Rose said no timetable has
been set for construction but
estimated the project will atari
in a few years. Accordingly, no
<et DONATION, page 5

We need to come out in
the second half and
give the students all we
can give.
— Levar Stoney

SGA president

-*9
adding that NAACP's status
probably will be more controversial than BSA's.
I he senate won't debate
NAACP until next week
because thr group said they
needed more time to prepare,
said junior Mike Gi»dman,
finance committee chairman.
The finance committee
voted again to reject NAACPs
status, even after the group
changed its mission statement
"On the mission statement that
they (originally) presented
Hedgepeth Raid, 'primarily the
words that they used were
'minorities' and 'blacks.'"
In the revised mission statement which they presented to
the committee Dec. 6, "They
included males, gays, out-ofstaters and grad students as
minorities as well," Hedgepeth
Mid And they also took the
word 'political' out of their mission statement, because SGA

"Nssdwwkl anthoptogthe

AUDREY WHJ.lAMS/irmw photogrtiphtt
SGA finance committee chairman Mike Goodman recommended against NAACP's FEB status.

MLK events planned
Week-long celebration includes today's march, speak out
BY KYRA PAPAFIL

assistant news editor
Today marks the beginning
or JMU's Dr. Martin l.uther King
)r. Celebration 2003: Determined
to Remember, Exemplify, And
Motivate: The DREAM.
According to 2003 MLK
Celebration committee publicity
chairperson Samantha
the week-long celebration
today with a peace march at 1230
p.m. She said interested persona
should meet on the stairs of
ISAT/CS
at
12:15
p.m.
Immediately following the march,
there will be a speak out, entitled
"What is a DREAM Deferred?" in
Cirafton-Stovall
Theatre.
Afterward, there will be a rededication of the Tree of Hope.
Shepherd said the Black

Student Alliance and the MLK
committee will host an open
mic night, "Expressing the
Dream," Friday at 8 p.m. in
Taylor Down Under.
A screening of the movie
"Boycott" will be shown Saturday
at 8 p in in the Highlands Room
in the College Center.
Sunday, Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc. will sponsor
University Sunday, a worship
service at 11 a.m. in Taylor 202.
A unity breakfast will be held
Monday at 7 a.m. at World
Ministries Christian Outreach on
Erickson Avenue. Guest speaker
Danielle Powell, I JMU communications instructor, will talk
about the event's theme, "Make
it a day ON, not a day OFF." A J5
donation or a S3 donation with

an African-American book to be
donated to the Massanutten
Regional Library will be accepted. This event is sponsored by
the Harrisonburg Alumni
Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc. For information or
directions, contact Shaunna
Payne at 828-5617.
To conclude the events, economist and nationally syndicated
columnist Julianne Malveaux
will hold a discussion Monday
at 4 p.m. in Taylor Hall room
404, followed by a formal program at 7 p.m. in Wilson Hall.
All events for the week are
free unless otherwise specified
and open to the public. Further
information can be found at
wtao.jmu.edu/multicultural or by
calling X8-6636.

senate listens to NAACP's sjdfl
of the story and they come to
the best decision that helps this
campus," he siul
According to the Dec. 5,2002
issue of The Breeze, at their last
meeting Dec. 3, 54 senators
voted to reject the finance committee's recommendation and
grant BSA continued front-end
budgeting status and nine senators voted with the committee.
Sophomore
Hedgepeth, vice chair and secretary of the finance committiv
said he expects the full senate to
vote on NAACP's status
Tuesday night.
"People are definitely ready
for it to be over with," he said.
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Foreign language department downsized Two students named
Budget cuts force reductions in Russian language, translation Marshall Scholars
BY JAMES MOON

contributing writer
In response to budget cuts,
the College of Arts at 11
and the department of foreign
languages and literatures
have decided to redu,
phase out a number of foreign
language programs.
As early as mid-November,
students received word that the
Russian language program
would face reductions, and
soon after, the department was
notified that the Center tor
Translation and Interpretation
and related programs also
would be affected.
Richard Whitman, dean of
the College of Arts & letters,
said, "It's a matter of demand.
When you don't have sufficient
numbers of students in the classes, something's got k» (•»•."
Whitman,
along
with
Robert Goebel, head of the
department of foreign languages and literatures, and

Russian, formerly a four-u.ir
language study concentration,
will be reduced to a two-year
When you don't have intermediate-level pnigram like
Chinese and Japanese
sufficient numbers of Hie current
,,;-. an onling to Whitman.
Unlike the Russian language
students in the classes,
program, the CTI and the relatsomething's got to give. ed pnigrams under its umbrella
will be phased out entirely
-Richird Whitman "We've had under-ennillmcnls
College of Arts & Letters, dean for some time in the translation
pnigrams. and we've had much
greater demand in other
so we're trying to shift our
Douglas T. Brown, provost and resources," Whitman said.
Van president for academic
The center houses a number
affairs, made the decision to nit of newer pnigrams in the field
or downsize these programs in of translation including the
early December 2002.
technical translation minor, the
Stephany C. Meeker, 0M of Web site/software localization
two Russian instructors at JMU, minor and Madison linguistu
isn't surprised. She said, "JMU, Services, Nadia Moulay, i •
like almost all other uniicrsitu-, Uva director of foitoan
in the United States, has expen- I inginstu SarviOM) said.
enced dropping enmllment in
Vera I hanova, who is
the Russian pnigram ever since minoring in Fn'nch and technithe fall of the Soviet Union." cal translation, said her transla-

55

tion work with linguistic services and the center "has probably
been one of the best experiences
I've had here at the university."
Andrea Gallego, ('02) who
minored in Spanish, French and
translation, said, "Not many
universities have had the opportunity to start a translation pmUrani, |but| JMU had an excelk-nt translation pnigram. It provided all the necessary resources
to succeed, including in-class
training independent studies to
help you build your own portfolio and available teachers who
could evaluate your work."
Ciallego added, "Being a
^nvemment employee for the
US. Department of State, I find
it terrifying to see that one of the
best translation programs in the
nation is being terminated."
Rumiko l.ane (00) said,"We
MT examples of the necessity of
our program each day on the
seelANGVAGE,page5

BY KHALIL GARRIOTT

news editor
TWo JMU juniors recently
werv named Marshall Scholar!
for this school year, according to
a Dec. 4,2002 press release.
John Sheehan, of Sea ton 1. and
Stephanie
McKaughan,
of
Darlington, Md., were among V>
college students to be named
George
C
Marshall
Undergraduate Scholars for 2002'03. Both students are snidving
topics related to World W,u II
Sheehan's research, entitled
"Propaganda an#~1he Allied
soldiers of the Second World
War," examines the effects of
official propaganda on the tr.iin
ing and recruitment ot soldiers
His study is being dih\t<J by
professor Michael Calgano,
head of JMU's history department. McKaughan is studying
the internment of Japanese
Americans during World War II.
"Undergraduate students
have the opportunity to conduct

original scholarship using the
manuscript and other archival
materials found at the George C.
Marshall library," Galgano
itudtntl have a chain, to
interact with university students rrom many other (• I
and universities engaged in
comparable research, according
tot .algano.
Galgano sud students are
guided by faculty members
who an' knowledgeable about
the time period and the
Marshall COuBCtfcmt I he completed research papers beconve
part ot the Marshall 1 ibrary's
permanent colUvtmn. hi
Some former students have con
tinued and broadened their
papers into masters theses, doctorate dissertations, articles or
books, t ialgano said
"The program also permits
students (0 dehne research topn s th.it interest them, [and] the
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

NEWS

THURSDAY, JANUARY 16
• A "Japanese Garden?. Around the World" workshop will be
held from 630 to &30 p.m. in Modular Building room 203.
Joan VVrjoldridan an expert in (kebana, a Japanese art of
flower umwjng, will lead Ihe workshop. Cost is $6. To register call the K.iiih I Carrier Arboretum and Botanical Gardens
at vH 3194.

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail Kyra of The Breeze at ixipnfikc with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)

REACH peer education program

3

COB'S Life Skills

3

Philosophy/religion speaker

3

Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for
a Thursday issue.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17
• The |MU I*h\ ski Seminar Krifli amtinues with University of
North Carolina pntfesvr I .nine E. McNeil. She will present
Tainting the Town Red: Litht Sciltering in Concentrated
Particulate Dispersions." Ihe e\enr is tree and will be held from
MS to 4 4^ p.m in Miller Hall room 109
• IML .iSMMani professor of physics William Alexander will
prwnt | pnwram on fMtuni \\-\b\f in the winter sky at 7
P m in the Well* Planetarium, located in Miller Hall.

OPINION
House Editorial: Landlord fines not
effective solution to violations

7

Movie going can be personal affair

7

Darts and pats

7

Student helps make New
Year's goals

9

Campus spotlight: What New
Year's resolution have you
already broken?

• Today is the last day for organizations wishing to be
rtpMMntcd at the (an. 27 Student Organization Night
to sign up. Ket'ogni/ed JMU organizations may sign up
in Taylor 205

10

LEISURE
Comics

11

Crossword and horoscope

POLICE LOG

Enc N. Dolinger. 18. of
Getzet, 18. of Richmond
Scott. 18. ol Fairfax, were arrested*and
charged with possession of marijuana
near Greek Row and the Lakeside area
Jan. 13 at 2:19 a.m. I

»fi^-S88ffiS

mage
_ieison pned up the edge of
a piece "6f metal covenng where a door
connects to a vending machine in the
Wilson Half breezeway between Dec 20
at 2 p.rrv and Jan. 8 at 7 am

In other matters, campus police report the
following:

Number of drunk in public charges since
26: 71

Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported the larceny
large canvas suitcase containing clothes
and makeup accessories from their vehicle in R-1 lot between IQ'jJO p rn Jan. 12
and 11:30am Jan

'
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Top 10 movies of 2002
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Tech talk
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Silent Bob speaks
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All things literary
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Men's basketball vs UNC-W
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Wrestling drops two

19

Women's gymnastics
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CLASSIFIEDS

)ue to Monday's
holiday, the next
>ue of The Breeze
/ill be distributed
Tuesday, Jan. 21st.

How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words. $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified, $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office
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The Christian Science Monitor
An independent, unbiased international daily newspaper
with worldwide readership, founded in 1908
"To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing
concise analysis of world events - special features cover
work/money, learning/ideas, arts/leisure,
science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool.
Ask about the "treeless" version at the JMU Library or
visit their award winning website: www.csmonftor.com
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Valley Medical Group
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MD
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THE END OF ALL
THINGS TO COME

PMS& Menstrual Problems
Accepting New Patients
Complete Patient Confidentiality

ON SALE $13.99 CD

Equsl pans Morbid Angel. Rush, and Shuddai To
Think, THE END OF All THINGS TO COME high
lights Mudvsyne s ability to tsmpai nu meial s
charactsristic machine gun riHing and throatshrsdding vocals with s variaty of quirky taxtural
ihihs and melodic vocalinng.
lyrically, the group min.i Ihe same nihilist/
anarchistic territory populated by Mstallica
and icores ol 80s hardcore punk groups

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
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NEWS

REACH program cleans house
JMU's peer education program won the top three
awards at a conference in
November 2002.
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"It was great hearing the
faculty tossing around
philosophical thought like
most guys would talk
about sports."
RICHARD NANCE

senior

Students get 'Real Skills for Real Life'
College of Business program advises on real world experiences
BY MATT LIBERATI

staff writer
A program to help JMU students prepare for the real work!
began Tuesday evening. "Life
Skills: Real SkilLs for Real Ufa
is a program designed to give
students exposure to important
future issues.
The non-credit program is
sponsored by the College of
Business. The program provides
instruction
with
results"
according to Brad Rix»f, associate
dean of external relations for the
College of Business A total of
seven topics will be covered over
the next seven weeks du.ing a
two-hour session once a week.
According to Suzanne
Vance, administrative and program specialist of the Collet . >!
Business, the program grew out
of a need to educate students i>n
real-life experiences and situations. "These an1 issues that
aren't necessarily taught in the
regular university curriculum,"
Vance said.
The topics are: personal
banking, legal maUers, insurance issues and options, financial markets, financial planning,
career/life planning and job
search fundamentals and the
law. The program aims to educate participants about important issues that might not be
covered in traditional education
programs. Roof said.
The courses are taught by
"practicing executives in their
field with real world experience," Roof said. The instructors
are not JMU faculty members
and each holds at least a masters
degree. The instructors are invited to participate in the program
and are sometimes invited subsequent years. He said the program costs $169, and fees are
used to pay for the professionals,
handouts and other materials.
Roof said the topics for
instruction are based on feedback and student and parent
surveys. During the program's
six-year history, several changes

Va. higher
education
system's
future not
bright
Public higher education in
Virginia will lose 1,470 faculty
members and 2,800 courses due
to budget cuts, all of Virginia'«
public college presidents Mid m
a statement Dec. 16,2002.
According to the I Xv 17 issue
of the Richmond Times DfcntftA,
the statement said higher education "is gravely threatened"
because faculty losses are forcing
MM -supported colleges to take
fewer students next year.
"The opportunities for
Virginians to go to college are
limited to a degree not MM in
almost 40 wars," the presidents wrote. "Those who do
go to ... college cannot be
assured that they will attend
one of the best in the nation."
—from fluff reports

have been made. According to
Roof, interest in real estate and
insurance
coverage
have
decreased. Career and life planning were added based on participant feedback. To ensure that
the program continues to be
effective, "professionals are
invited back if their rating is at
least 80 percent, very good or
fuvlU'iit," Roof said.
"I think the real value of this
course is it is being taught by
people who are practicing in
that area of expertise," Vance
Mdd We like |the students] to
be able to successfully manage
their business affairs."
Student response to the program has been positive, and
MWtl participants benefitted
from Tuesday's session.
'I decided to sign up for [the
program! 10 I could get an idea
of how to handle life on my own,
because I'm going to be graduating next year," junior Stephanie
Orasin said, adding that she
hopes to learn more about insurance policies and their associated
risks and concerns.
In response to Tuesday's session, senior Joe Scalone said,
"Both of the speakers knew
what they were talking about
and presented the ^formation
in a clear way. "(The program)
looked like a good opportunity
to fill in some blanks in our education and prepare ourselves for
the real world."
Orasin said, "I thought it
was pretty informative; the
speaker gave a lot of personal
experiences and broke it down
to basic concepts that we could
understand."
Next week's topic features
local attorneys discussing legal
matters. The "Life Skills" program is being held Tuesdays
until Feb. 25 from 7 to 9 p.m. in
Zane Showker room 105. For
more information, call x8-3249.
Students still may sign up for
the seminar series; seats are
available on a first-come, firstserve basis.

Ill ill nvi At AVw.irv'i. wgwyftw
Ann Homan, left, discusses personal banking wtth Joe Leake, right, Tuesday night In Zane Showker Hall. The College of
Business Is sponsoring a 'Life Skills" program every Tuesday until Feb. 25. Several topics will be discussed with participants,
Including legal matters, insurance Issues, financial planning and career/life planning.

JMU philosophy professor sheds
light on existentialist voluntarism
BY KELLY JASPIII
contributing writer

Presenting hir. theories of
existentialist voluntarism, philosophy professor Andrew
Cohen spoke to students and
professors Dec. 6, 2002.
Cohen spent the first half of
the lecture presenting his
paper, "From Radical Choice to
Real Impartiality: Fxistentialist
Voluntarism as a SotlfCt ol
Normativity," followed by a
question and aaswer discussion period.
I xisientialist voluntarism,
according to Cohen, is the
ability of people to distance
themselves from all of their
ends, separating themselves
h-om all outside motivations
or forces put upon them by
society at a single time.
Cohen said that through
this form of voluntarism, .1
person is able to engage in radical choice by making a truly
objective decision.
People have existentialist
voluntarism, but only use it
on rare occasions, Cohen

said. "This is the ability of a
person to distance themselves from any of their ends,
but not all at once."
Cohen also explained
weak voluntarism. He said it
is "the ability to distance
yourself from any of your
ends, but includes a recognition that we have some ends
that we cannot distance ourselves from [because] these
are considered 'constitutive'
of who we are."
After presenting his theories, Cohen initiated a discussion on his paper. Professors
challenged and debated his
theories as well as many of the
finer details in his paper.
Senior Richard Nance said
this was the most enjoyable
part of the lecture. "Actually
hearing [Cohen] read his
paper was a bear, but it was a
necessary evil for the interesting part of the speech —
the faculty discussion,"
Nance said.
"It was great hearing the
faculty tossing around philo-

-66-

fessors challenged the possibility of existentialist voluntarism and instead favored
strong or weak voluntarism.
These professors...
Professors gave critical
on how to strengthen
were not afraid to rip advice
Cohen's arguments on the
Cohen's theories apart. decision of an agent to be
rational.
— Richard Nance
Cohen said he appreciated
senior the advice of his colleagues
and is now revising the
paper
again
for
the
99
"umpteenth time."
Sophomore
Courtney
sophical thought like most
guys would talk about sports, McNamara agreed with
Nance, saying she thought
Nance said."
Nance said he also was the discussion was enjoyglad to see that the profes- able. "I was a little intimisors challenged Cohen's the- dated by the ... majority of
ories. "It never got heated, professors that attended the
but the professors didn't lecture," she said.
"But the atmosphere made
hold back in their opinions,"
me feel like an intellectual.
he said
"I would definitely attend
"These professors definitely know what they are more lectures like the one
talking about, and gladly, Cohen gave," she said.
Nance added, "I'm no
were not afraid to rip
Cohen's
theories
apart, existentialist scholar or anything,
but I found the [lecNance said."
Many of the attending pro- ture] to be a hoot!"

Budget
cuts force
closing of
two labs
on campus
According to a (an. 8 university issued e-mail sent to students,
JMU dosed two computing labs
effective Jan. 1. due to statewide
budget cuts.
The e-mail stated. "After considering a variety of factors, the
Wilson Assessment Lab (used for
computerized testing) and the
Wampler 24-hour lab were selected for closure. All efforts were
made to ensure that academic
instruction would not be affected,
so only labs not used for this purpose were considered."
The e-mail also stated the
Hillside 24-hour lab will now be
used periodically for computerized testing as well as a general
computing facility. When used
as .i testing facility, it will not be
available for general use.
—from staff reports

Peer education program REACHes out into community
BlLBBN LOPW II
contributing writer
JMU's
REACH
Peer
Education Program won three
t»~t-place
awards at
a
November 2002 conference in
Orlando, Fla.
Senior Stacey Armstrong, a
peer educator, said, "We deliver
programs on several health topKi to organizations, sports
teams and dorms amund campus I ,u h yeai we develop and
write all new programs with
tlie assistance of Aimee Johnson
(coordinator for peer pnigrams
at the University Health Center)
and the |University] Health
i enter st.nt"
BY

REACH, which stands for
Reality, Educators, Advocating
Campus Health, shares its two
award-winning performances of
"Madison Squares" (similar to
"Hollvwtxxl Squares") and "The
Duke is Right" (a spin on "The
Mci is Right") for various campas gniups such as UREC. residence halls, sororities and fraternities, athletic teams, student
organizations and classes, according to the REACH Web sit,
"The Duke is Right" is
designed to teach JMU freshmen
the facts about alcohol, sexual
health and sexual assault
Students learn statistics on substance abuse at JMU, the cost of

contraception, sexually transmitted disease testing, ways to
get home safely and where to
find support gniups on campus.
Participants also had the opportunity to test out "beer goggles"
whiW riding a tricycle to simulate drunk driving.
Each year, JMU's REACH
program competes in the national Bacchus U Gamma Peer
Education Network Awards
( ompetition that awards the
most outstanding individuals
and pnigrams in the field of prevention or destructive decisions
or behaviors. Appniximately
200 campuses attended the confmnot, which look place Nov.

15, 2002, according to the
Bacchus & Gamma Web site,
tea m'.bacchusgam maorg.
JMU won three of the five
national awards for Most
Outstanding Affiliate, Most
Outstanding Program and
Most Outstanding Peer of the
Year, awarded to senior
Samantha Wood.
"I didn't know that Aimee
Johnson, our coordinator, had
submitted my name for this
award, so it was quite a shock,"
Wood said "I joined REACH my
sophomore year, and it has given
me amazing opportunities. I
think I've learned more thmugh
teaching than anything else."

Wood was one of six students in the country to win this
award. Winners were presented
with plaques for their efforts to
motivate and educate the campus community, accniding to
the REACH Web site.
"REACH is a fabulous
opportunity to make an impact
on the community and fellow
peers; involved students learn as
much from being the teachers as
the audience does from being the
listeners," Johnson said. "The
program is completely studentdesigned and (student)-led."
Johnson added that REACH
offers pnigrams such as Sti\ Jless, EveryBODY is Beautiful,

Sex and the 'Burg, Good
Enough to Eat, Smashed and
Sexual Assault. Each year the
peer educators rewrite, research
and develop new program
ideas and games for its presentations, Wood said.
"REACH has been a great
experience
for
me,"
Armstrong said. "It is rewarding to feei like 1 am making a
difference on campus
To become a REACH Peer
Educator, call or e-mail Johnson
at x8-7895 or jchnsoax or visit the
Health Center for more information on the organization.
"We are always looking for new
members." W<xid said.
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History majors research George C. Marshall manuscripts
HISIOH)
competition tor the right to
participate ilao gives ttudcnti
experience In drafting proposals.' Gelgano Mrid. "The
|amM Maditon University
history department is proud
to be associated with this
unique program."
Manhall Scholan m nominated by he itudenls InstttuttOM to raSBSSCh .ind write
about ■ subject raining to 2ihhcenrury political attain* <ind military/diplomatic history. The
scholarship's namesake served
,IH .i ke\ planner «»1 operations
at the American BxpedttSOnan
headquarters, one of his
manv public service contribution"- between 1896and l%0.1n
IVcvmtvr l»^ Marshall was

awarded the Nobel I'eace Pn/e
for developing the Furopean
Recovery Program, commonly
known as the Marshall Plan
McKaughan
said
she
applied
for the Marshall
Scholars program after hearing
about it from one of her history
professors at JML'. "It's a good
experience to do in-depth
research on this topic, and it will
help me out in the future,"
McKaughan said, adding that
she may be getting ttVN credits
through the history department
for her work.
Steven (.uerner, associate
professor ot history, is the
Marshall Scholars academic
adviser for the
Marshall
Foundation. JML history professor Sidnev Bland is the other

member ot the Marshall committee. The comnulttv selects
the JMU nominees from students who apply for the award.
t.ucrriersaid
Academic advisers direct
each student s pniject on behalf
of the Marshall Foundation by
guiding rfSCSSCh and inti.|inng
drafts. In most cases, tht stu
dents also haw an adviser at
their home sch<x»l who serves a
similar purpose and assigns
grades if they are doing the project for course credit, according
I0( -uerrier
Guerrier is working with all
V> collegiate scholars using primary' research materials in the
Cieorge C. Marshall Research
Library in Lexington, where
Marshall attended
Virginia

Military Institute.
The
program currently
draws students from about 2 I
colleges and universities, mostly in Virginia and surrounding
states, but some as far as
Columbia University, according
to Guerrier Each school nominates its top undergraduate history students, with some nominees being political science or
international affairs majors
Guerrier said this war's gnnip
of 36 scholar* is the largest
amount in the history of the pn>
gram, which was established at
the
George
C.
Marshall
Foundatkm in 1976. TTiev attended a seminar meeting last
November at the Marshall
Library in U-xington, which kicks
off their tenure as Marshall

Scholars bsdl scholar will then
undertake
an
independent
research project based on — but
not limited to — the manuscript
collections at the Marshall library
In scope, the papers are
roughly the equivalent of an
honors thesis." Guerrier said,
adding then' will be .i BSCOnd
seminar meeting in March or
April at which the scholars pBBB*
ent their tentative findings.
Guerrier said, "The program otters an excellent opportunity for top undergrads to do
original research in a first -rate
collection. The focus of the collection iv of course, Marshall's
CaVBSf
meaning World War
I, World War II and the early
Cold War. Marshall's own
papers are the core of the col-

lection, but the materials at thi
library go far beyond thai
including a superb collection
of propaganda posters, maten
al on code-breaking in VVWl
and a large collection of micro

fiche documents from
National Archives '

Sheehan and McKauglw
each received a $250 cash aware
and travel and research expens
es. Their work must be cnmplet
ed by May 9, and they will be
eligible for an additional $500
pn/e tor the most outstanding
paper. McKaughan said she was
excited about presenting her

research project.
"I'll be able to apply this to |
thesis i dodpnrta pmgram in
history or graduate school afte
graduation," McKaughan said

You
think
you
can
run
The
Breeze
The Breeze
is now
accepting
applications for
next year's
editor in
chief.
Submit a
cover letter,
resume and
five clips to:
Jeanine
Gajewski
The Breeze
office, basement of
AnthonySeeger Hall

The Offices of
International Programs
are MOVING!
Study Abroad and
International Internship
Programs are now located at
1077 South Main Street:

International Student and
Faculty Services will be
moving to Cleveland Hall
throughout January:

(Jackie Ciccone, Judy Cohen,
Bethany Oberst, Donna Marie
Sinnet, Cheryl Tobler, and Peggy Zeh)

(Gina Kudrav, Lorie Merrow, and
Bijan Saadatmand)

TEL x86419
MSC 5731
FAX x83310
studyabroad@jmu.edu

TELx86119
MSC 8003
FAX x88080
international@jmu.edu

By Jan. 31

You
think
you
can
run
The
Breeze
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SGA discusses BOV meeting

SGA .front paw I

had a bi« praMem with thai"
(Una to Goodman,
"The committee Hi mat the
organbatioti'a aftM toward
the pmtacUon and advancement uf.inl n>;lil>h)rJMUstudents did not require fmnt-imi
budgeted funds."
Goodman said, The committee felt that the impact
made regarding this aspect of
the orftini/ation's mission was
not so 'wide and Mcuaary'
that it could not be adaquaWy
funded thmugh fund nttvlna
and contingency.
"The committee also Wt,
despite arguments to tile contrary, that the JMU chapter of
the NAACI' does poaaeai ■
political element through its
affiliation with the national
organization
Also during Tuesday night's
meeting,
senior
Lyndsey
WalthiT-Thomas, s*. A vi,e
praslrWnl of atudenl affair*, presented her proposal for JML to
provide drunk parK'-gix-rs w ith
rides home on weekends.
Ml, Rides," .is WaltherTliomas has been calling it,
would he modeled after .1 -11.

plan is to do all of that over the
summer. That's what I'm hoping for," she said, adding that
The March (Board of she hopes to have the program
up and running at the beginVisitors) meeting is
ning of next M-nit'ster.
Walther-Thomas said that
when we get tuition
students
interested
in
prices for the next year. becoming involved can eniail her at walthecl.
—Andrew Dudik
Senior Andrew Dudik, stuBoard of Visitors, student member dent member of the Board of
Visitors, was the guest speaker
Tuesday night. He told the senators about the latest board meetcessful program at hxM A&M ing, Jan. 10, at which he was the
University, she said
only student in attendance.
It's ,ill student-run, based
He said the board voted to
on donations,'' she said
raise summer session tuition
"Thursday through Saturday from $52 a semester hour to
they provide free rides $64 for Virginia residents and
home.'' Texas A&M's pro- from $270 an hour to $303 for
gram, called "CM Pool/' runs non-Virginians.
on a total budget of $300,000,
The board has now raised
ihfl said. "They use rental tuition three times in its last
cars, so that covers the insur- tour meetings, Dudik said It
ance," she added.
will be three times (in a row)
"I got about 40 people in next meeting," he said,
SGA last night to sign up tor the "because they will be raising
initial committee," Walther- tuition again.
Thomas said.
"Trie March meeting is when
She said the first step is to we get tuition prices for the next
get recognized organization staaccording to Dudik.
tus and get donations. "The
He said, "They say Ltae'l I

-66-

99

Donation to fund theatre, dance
DONATION, from pfgr .
definitive decisions have
been made for the relocation of the facilities currently housed in AnthonySeegcr luch M .ampus
media YVXJM, The Brett*
and Tlw BltUStoru, according to Hilton.
Students and faculty,
however, already arc anticipating the new construction
and the benefits that it will
bring to JMU.
"The advancement of the
facilities will hung us up to
date with other programs
and help in recruiting
incoming students," dance
professor Shane O'Hara
said. "It will allow us to

expand our current mission
with new possibilities and
reflect the commitment of
the university to the performing arts," he said.
Senior Ryan Chnsman
said, "I think it's I benefit to
both dance and theatre
because those students will
be able to work closely with
one another (and] no longer
[will] be separated into two
buildings I lieie will be much
more cohesivrncss among the
School Ofl Theater & I
"After all, we are a school
and currently I feel that we
work as two separate entities
due to the location of our
facilities," t hrisinan Mid
"With this new arts center, I

Olde

think students will have the
luxury of practicing their
arts in collaboration with
one another."
Estes, of Chester, developed the Chester-based Great
l 'o.istal Express into one of
the nation's leading regional
carriers. The trucking company currently has more than
800 employees.
The Estes family has made
se\ eral major contributions to
JMU in the past to honor
Dorothy Thomasson BttH
The
endowed
Estes
Scholarship for outstanding
students was established in
1991, and the family also
donated the funds to pbec the
fountain in Newman I ake.

Village

"It's more laid-back over here...and
you can't beat the price and location."
-Current tenant, on why he renewed his lease.
*

*

*

*

*

"This is great! This is definitely a
'best kept secret'."
-Current tenant, on first seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village
*

*

*

*

*

Free ethernet, cable, and
phone service in each room!
Now taking reservations for the 2003-2004 school year.
Office hours: 9 am-12 noon, 1:30-5 pm Monday through Friday,
10 am-2 pm Saturday

11-ASouth Ave.
432-9502
www.oldemillvillage.com

-Ufa

'nVANlAU MALTY
ACDME-V

&D1

lot ofl nx>m to increase the Out*
ot state tuition, without hurting
the candidate pool tor admissions, because so many of our
peer institutions (like the
rsttV ofl Vuginia and
Virginia Tech) charge so much
more than we do.
"We should be charging the
Uasi amount possible, while
getting tin- same benefits "
Also, the board discussed
reporting JMU's racial adniissions
policy to the state attorney general. "Basically, we're worried about
being sued," Dudik said, "so that
v.i iv not violating any laws and
violating poop Irs nghts/'
He said JMU's administration will report back to the
board at its next meeting in
March on any recommendations of the attorney general's
Oflfloa Hid .«nv -utions that have
been taken or proposed for
race-conscious programs.
According to Stoney, the
senate's agenda for the remainder of the school year includes
"tinishing the I IB controversy
about NAACP," reforming
SGA's constitution for FFB and
election and writing a student
bill of rights.

Sophomore Mandy Woodfleld. leadership programs i
spoke at Tuesday night's 5QA meeting.

Language programs cut
lANGUAGE.fwm page I
news or in the papers We see
all that is going on in the
Middle East ... yet how is it
that we know what is going on
there? Somewhere along the
line, translation and interpretation are essential."
Instructors at the center
have tiled for a faculty appeal
to have the decision reversed,
according
to
t hristophe
Rethuii. director ot translation
studies Ihev have not yet
heard details about the status of
the appal
Rethore pointed out that
JMU's translation program
is nationally recognized
The American Translators

Association 2002 handbook
refers to JMU's program as
OM ot several excellent programs in the nation, attracting attention for being a
successful model of an
"intensely practice oriented" program.
Student
Government
Association president Levar
Stoney expressed SGA's concern over the foreign language
situation and the fate of other
JMU programs. Stoney said a
number of translation students,
delayed by finals and winter
break, have begun circulating a
petition requesting that SGA
lake action
I'lecker stated that stu-

dents who already have
declared a Russian major or
minor will be able to finish
their program and graduate.
"Once the major** and minors
graduate, we will only offer
firstand
second-year
Russian >>i^ most likely a
Russian literature in translation," I'lecker Bald
Whitman
said,
"This
seemed to be a good pn>gram
when we put it in place and I
think it is a good program. It is
just that it has never reached
the potential that we envisioned for it.
"When you're in tight budget hiTu-s, you have to establish
priorities.''
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JOIN US IN CELEBRATING
OUR NEW HOME
RD
THURSDAY, JANUARY 23
Music • Refreshments • Prizes!

Enter to win:
• 2 Mountain Bikes
• Apple iPod
• Dell Axim PDA
$100, $50, or $25 Gift Certificates

20:

General Books
Off ALL DAY!
ai
JAMES
^¥MADISON
UNIVERSITY.

BOOKSTORE
•ity Bookstore Bldg. • l'hone:(S40)S68-62%

*Not valid with any other offers. See store for details.
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Harrisonburg is, at its core, the
proverbial small town, replete
with town courthouse as the centerpiece downtown.
see house editorial, below
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We're taught... that the contemporary
"magic" of film lays ... in the response
a film garners from crowds of people.
ZAK SALIH

junior
see column, below

EDITORIAL

Landlord fines not effective solution to violations
Sharing
the
small
Shenandoah
hamlet
of
Harrisonburg has at times created tension between the residents of our sleepy burg and the
students of JMU. In that two
ways of life collide here, the
polarized priorities of student
and resident create the controversies that make maintaining a
harmonious living environment
a tenuous venture.
Harrisonburg is, at its core,
the proverbial small town,
replete with town courthouse as
the centerpiece downtown. This
is a characteristic that the
townspeople no doubt wish to
maintain and one they feel is
threatened by the 15,000 fouryear tenants who bring the congestion and noise of the suburbs
from which they came.
In an effort to defuse the
frustrations of the residents of
their town, the Harrisonburg
City Council has proposed a
"landlord's law" that would
fine the landlord of a housing or
apartment complex $1,000 if
tenants violate the city's nuisance ordinance more than
twice during a two-year period,
according to yesterday's Daily
News-Record.
According to the NewsRecord, the vote was scheduled
to take place Tuesday night, but
was postponed in order to allow
property managers time to formulate an alternative proposal,
landlords complained mat the

proposal is unfair, punishing
them (or the actions of others.
Herein lies the central flaw
in the plan of the city council,
that punishing the landlords for
the actions of tenants is both
misdirected and most likely
will prove to be futile. The proposal to punish an apartment
manager for the noise violation
of a tenant seems analogous to
Cunishing
JMU
President
inwood Rose for a student's
failure on a test or paper. How
can a person who is in no way
directly involved in a failure,
whether it be performance on a
test or compliance to a city ordinance, be punished?
Even if enacted, the landlords very easily could pass on
the cost of the fines to their tenants, adding fees for noise violations to protect themselves from
being hurt by the "landlord's
law." If the city council wishes
to make the laws concerning
noise violations more strict, it
makes more sense to increase
the fines levied on the tenants.
Should the "landlord's law"
be enforced, landlords of indi
vidual houses that regularly are
rented to students strongly
could be discouraged from
doing so. In an effort to protect
themselves from unnecessary
financial damages, off<ampus
housing for students foreseeably could be reduced. The
effort by the city council was
one aimed at ensuring that both

students and residents could
live in relative harmony, not to
eliminate students' housing
options, as could be the effect.
The Harrisonburg City
Council properly postponed
the vote on the proposal, as it
is one that is insufficient and
misguided. Instead one must
be formulated that, unlike the
current version, attacks the
problem at its source. Doing so
would allow both students
and residents to enjoy the
character and comfort of our
small town and the life and
excitement of a college town.

ZAK SALIH
BETWEEN THE LINES

Darts

Darts A Pats are submitted anonymousl\
and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions are based u/xm one person's
opinion of a given situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Pats
E-mail darts and pats to brcc/cdp@holmail.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-(or-showing-your-spiril" pat
lo the Harrisonburg High School cheerlead
ers for coming out lo the women's basketball game against Hofstra. It was nice to
have some added noise (or the occasion.
From a fan who doesn't understand why Hit
JMU cheerleaders were missing the entire break.
Other schools had their cheerleaders at games.

An "l-shouldn't-have-to-pay-more-to-stayawake-in-class" dart to the vending machine
people for jacking up the prices over the break.
From a sleepy grad student who is annoyed that he
will have to get his sugar fix prior to going to campus

Pat...

Dart...
An "I-hope-you-feel-like-trash" dart to
the losers that stole my sister's suitcase from
her car Sunday.
From a very pissed off junior who thinks you
should grow up and get a life.

Pat...

A ' thank- you- for-al ways-being yourself and-saying-what-you-trulyfeel" pat to former JMU basketball coach Lefty Dreisell. who
retired earlier this month.
From a sports fan who is tired of most sports
coaches nowadays who give the generic cliches instead
of their actual thoughts.

Dart...

A "you-made-us-get-on-a-roH" pat to the
guy in the lane next to us at the bowling
alley Monday who cheered every time our
lane had a good bowl.
Sent in by six senior girls who hope to catdi
you again next week.

A "that's-quite-distasteful" dart to the disrespectful person who found it necessary to steal
our life-size Britney Spears cut-out horn our
apartment during a party last weekend.
From three annoyed sophomores who find it utterly discourteous for a guest in our house to steal such
a valued possession from us.
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Moviegoing can
be personal affair
People always go on and on
about the "magic" of the
movies. It reminds me of production studios celebrating
anniversaries with full blown
self-gratification, giving us
moviegoers tiny vignettes peppered with audience reactions: a
crowd looking shocked and
amazed as a rugged Harrison
Ford hustles out of the path of a
rolling boulder; couples ducking into each other's arms as
Norman Bates — in full crossdressing regalia — plunges the
sharp knife into Marion Crane
to
the tune of
Bernard
Herrmann's equally sharp
strings; the tears glistening in an
army of watery eyes as
Bergman and Bogart's foggy
final moments float across the
screen, symbolic of the countless
love affairs we've watched and
wished we could experience.
We're taught, through such
aforementioned displays, that
the contemporary "magic" of
film lays not so much in the
technical and scientific construction of moving images — which
most of us, this columnist
included, take for granted —
but in the response a film garners from crowds of people.
Going to the movies is celebrated as a social experience, something to do on a Friday or
Saturday night to remind us that
we are not so much individuals
as one giant mass of emotions
and expectations that big studio
execs coin "the target audience."
The crowds give us comfort. The lovers, friends, family seated at our sides tell us
when it's appropriate lo
laugh, cry or smile — and
when we shouldn't.
But over the long, film-littered winter break, I experienced movies in a way that
undermines such group celebrations, a way looked down upon
by the typical Adam Sandierworshipping, bland-romiin ticcomedy-going movie crowds.
I'm talking about movies as a
personal, private affair one that
cannot — and maybe should
not — be experienced with that
weak-bladdered friend who
blocks the screen during his frequent trips to the bathroom, that

girlfriend who would rather
check her cell phone for voice
messages than open her ears to
pitch-perfect dialogue, that parent who thinks of films as an
excuse to take a $5.50 nap in the
darkness of a thcitit
Perhaps it's the anti-social
child that lurks inside me, but
more and more I find that the
best time to experience a fil m is
when you are alone, when all
your attention is focused on the
masterpiece/disaster
that
waits just beyond the overhyped previews.
I might be getting too deep
into the topic — I invite you to
rum the page if you agree — but
there is a romance to watching a
film by yourself, especially an
early weekday matinee showing, when theaters are almost
empty, dotted with the odd
retiree or work-skipping film
buff. Films — true films, as
opposed lo the drivel that doesn't bother to challenge us, lo
catch our eyes, hearts or minds
with technological and emotional skill — target the individual
hidden by the crowds. When
the lights dim with thai ethere..!
slowness, il should only be you
and the picture before you,
involved in a dialogue that
Muybridge and the founders of
the moving image could only
fantasize about.
For those of you familiar
with the movie theater riddled,
and often vilified. Northern
Virginia, there are numerous
art-house cinemas that §pt/M
ize in limited-release and foreign language films. To less
adventurous moviegoers, these
are the kinds of films that will
put you to sleep faster than a
fistful of Tylenol PM. Weekday
matinee shows at these theaters
lend lo be calm and quiet, the
farthest thing from the jampacked. Ma-hum waling coliseums that specialize in promoting the gods of popular culture,
whose films merely are vehicles
for musicians and wrestlers
wilh
dreams
of
being
Renaissance men and women.
It's interesting how clearly
you can think in the silence of a
see MOVIEGOER, page 9
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Don't Go Hungry!

MARTIN LUTHER KTNG
HOLIDAY WEEKEND
DINING SCHEDULE

Hey commuters, what happens
in April when you've spent all
your FLEX? If you have a meal
plan - no problem!

CLQSEP, JAW 18 - 20

College Store East, Festival Java City, Lefs Go,
TDU Java City, UREC Smoothie Bar, Market One,
Door 4 Subs, MrsrGreen's, Madison Grill
Chick-fil-A closed Saturday and Sunday Jan 18 & 19

♦

Great food (Including3 Madison
Grillpunches)
♦ All you can eat at D-Hall and
Mrs. Green's
♦ Save money - comparable prices
to local places but no sales tax
♦ Have group meetings on campus
during lunch or dinner

Gibbons Brunch
Festival
PC Dukes
Mister Chips
Lakeside Express

10am - 2pm Dinner 4:30 - 7:30pm
11am-8pm
11am -8pm
11am - 11pm
7pm - lam

SUNDAY, JAN 19
Gibbons Brunch
Festival
Mister Chips
PC Dukes
Lakeside Express

Contact Card Services in
Warren Hall to sign up for the
commuter meal plan that best
suits you. For more info go to
www.imu.edu/dining

Chick-fil-A
Gibbons Brunch
Festival
Lakeside Express
Mister Chips
PC Dukes

JMU
Dining

10am - 3pm Dinner 4:30 - 7:30pm
11am -8pm
11am - 11pm
3:30pm-8pm
5pm - 11pm

MQNPAY, JAN 20
7:30am - 10am and 11am - 9pm
10am - 2pm Dinner 4:30 - 7:30pm
11am-8pm
11am - 11pm
11am-11pm
3:30pm - 10pm

Normal Operating Hours Resume
Tuesday, January 21, 2003

Services

J-OSETfW |
B\JRGEfi BELLY '

DOOR 4

SUBS

^STlS READY FOR
Vf| SUPER BOWL
January 26th

SATWPAY, JAN 19

SUNDAY!

Come into Door 4 Subs today to
put in your order for a Party Pack!
$20 gets you:
- Three foot-long subs (Turkey,
Ham & Cheese, Big Duke, or
Veggie)
- One bag of potato chips
- Six brownies
- Three 32 oz. fountain drinks
(or six 20 oz. fountain drinks)
Sltl> <>/f/ir Monti*

HotChicUen Bi*e-f*«-.i

It's time to cat lean with the Chick hi A
( Jiarj<nlled ( hcken I Mat Sandwich This tender
biraM lit chicken is jinikxl to sizzkv perfection
and served on a toasted bun with lettuce, tomatoes
and pickles It's li«ht on you, heavy on taste

I

Chargrilled

/fltChkickenat

#Mc

Fm medium Waffla Potato Fries
with purchase of CMck-fll-ff Chargrilled Chicken Deluxe Sandwich.
Lmujiic
(Mm my oi»

•MaPlM

■*i II iM'Kiwlnu Cluck m * rm»m»n«i Ooaioa i it ,.,. :
■»*—» O"o>««angamniM«n« CM »<««»,
Explrw 5/9/03
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OPINION

THURSDAY, JAN.

ON THE SERIOUS TIP

DAVID CLEMENTSON

Moviegoer enjoys magic

Student helps make New Year's goals
You have the craziest parents
in the world.
At least you think you do.
Everybody does. For my New
Year's resolution, I've decided
to accept the fact that I have the
parents I have, and there's nothing I can do about it.
To help me meet my resolution, I've been thinking about
parents, and mine are definitely
nowhere near the craziest.
For example, how much
would that suck if your parents
were pom stars? Your friend's
like, "Hey man, I saw your
mom the other night."
Talk about a school popularity contest. And you thought
your friends came over to your
house for the good food.
Imagine the crowd at your parents' job fair booth.
Thank goodness I'm not
the kid of Andre Agassi and
Steffi Graf. Man, talk about
some pressure.
I'm glad I've never been
made fun of by people asking if
I was dropped on my head

pulled out a condom. Then
she pulled out four more for
her other fingers.
I hope my brother can find
a steady girlfriend. His
longest relationship lasted
three months. And that's in
dog years.
I hope a certain preacher
livens up his sermons. The
only Bible verse I seem to
learn from his preaching is
Yawn 3:16.
I hope someone in the White
House convinces Deputy
Dubya that cowboys can have
interns too. Things would be so
much more exciting if Bush had
someone to shine his spurs and
mount his horse.
I hope society changes. It
used to be a criticism to say
somebody smokes crack. Now
ifs, "She smokes crack and
won't share."
Why is it that even with all
the advancements in our society, we're still telling callers to
wait until after the beep to leave
a message?

His longest
relationship tasted
three months. And that
was in dog years.
when I was a baby. Because if
my dad was Michael Jackson, I
probably was.
So enough about my New
Year's resolution. Here are
some resolutions I hope other
people fulfill:
I hope this really strict religious girl I dated loosens up.
Before our disastrous date, she
set some ground rules. She said
she doesn't believe in sex before
or during marriage.
We were walking along,
and I put out my hand to
hold hers. She freaked and
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We
aren't
driving
FUntstone's cars anymore. So
why is it still referred to as a
hit and run?
I hope people with fake IDs
start memorizing their information before getting to the club.
When I'm waiting in line to get
up to the bouncer. 1 don't need
girls turning around, handing
me their ID, saying, "Quiz me.
Ask me my address."
I hope Al Gore changes his
mind and runs for president r le's
a smart guy. He knows that if you
wanna be treated well in restaurants, many a girl named Tipper
1 hope my friend doesn't
convert to Hinduism. He said
he was a bit hesitant at first, but
then was like, "What the heck.
You only live twice."
And finally, I hope 2003 goes
by quickly. I can barely contain
my excitement for the next installment of "Lord of the Borings "
David Clementson is a senior political science major who
also resolves to not graduate
with a BS degree.

MOVIEGOER, from page 7
theater In fact, these words
were drafted in the embryonic
darkness of one such theater,
written on a yellow legal pad as
the time on my watch ticked
closer and closer to the moment
(which always catches you off
guard) when the lights go dark
and you can see the projector
beam catch dust particles over
your head. For the next 90 to 180
minutes depending both on the
length of the film and your tolerance for what you decided to
watch, you feel as if you actually are respecting the creativity of
the movies by paying attention
to what's happening instead of
listening to the ring of a rebellious cell phone or the whispering of scene summaries to people fresh from their third trip to
the restroom. You don't have to
worry about when to react to
something onscreen; the emotions are purely your own.
Which is not to say, of course,
that I'm so uptight as to not
indulge in the occasional slice of
"American Re" or pay homage
to scorpion kings and secret

agents. After all, these were the
movies I was raised on, the fodder for the sleepovers of my
childhood (when actresses
weren't respected for their acting but for their ass ... ets). This
was before I wanted more from
the movies I saw than laughs,
special effects and different consistencies of horror movie blood.
That's why when I hear people go on and on and on about
the "magic" of the movies, I
think that none of the "magic"
has to do with popular opinion
or crowd reaction. If there is any
magic at all, it is the subtle kind
of magic and not IdustrialLight-and-Music-hefted trickery. It is a magic that belongs not
to the company we brought
with us to the movies but to the
inner child, the hopeless romantic, the fearless adventurer within our private minds who is satiated by our trip to the movie
theater — and who begs for
more as the credits begin their
slow, sad climb up the wide
window of the theater screen.
Zak Salih is a junior SMAD
and English major.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration 2003:
Determined to Remember, Exemplify, And Motivate: The DREAM
January 16, 2003-January 20, 2003
r

TV~.r\AV i

,,i

n i- •

i

.-.

Saturday, January 18tli : Remembering die Dream

1 \JL)A l, January KM. Reliving die Dream
Peace March

.. . XI. , «_
Movie Night Boycott"

8 pm, Highlands Room in the College Center

12:15 pm, meet on the stairs of CISAT Bid)?. I
Peace March will begin al 12:30 pm

"What is a DREAM deferred?"

Sunday. January 19th : Exemplifying the Dream
University Sunday, Worship Service

Immediately following the Peace March
Grafton-Stovall Theatre

11 am, Taylor Hall 202
Sponsored by: MIX Committee & Delta Sigma 'Dicta Sorority, Inc.

Speak Out

Rededication: Tree of Hope

Monday. Tanuary 20th : Reflecting upon the Dream

Immediately following (he Speak Out

A Dialogue with Dr. Julianne Malveaux

Friday. January 17th ; Expressing the Dream
Open Mic Night

4 pm, Taylor Hall 404

MLK Formal Program

8 pm, Taylor Down I 'nclcr
Sponsored by: MIX Committee & Mark Student Alliance

Featuring guest speaker: Dr. Julianne Malveaux
7 pm, Wilson Hall Auditorium
Sponsored by: CMISS and tlw University Program Board

Kot nioir inloi

HI-;

i abow any of these t-veiiu, plcajc runiart CMLSS al (j 111) .568 - 6636. via email:

Now available on

II, i>c vim our nrtnilr: ivww.jmu-cdwinulliciillural

CiciV. PIZZA
N

our $3.99 Buffet....

5

RtMlMtltaMk.

LI
»■••?

■»

HARRISONBURG
2035-91 East Mark.t St.
Skylln. Vlllaa. Shopalna Ctr.

o o a

(540) 432-9099

Featuring...

*

16 kinds of pizza,pasta, salad and dessert. Kids 3 and under eat free!

PIZZA
CHAIN OP

TIIK YEAR
SIM! HOUtt am-Thm. IMM la-KHWN Fa-I*. I1Maa>tlKI0ai' wtamxhi—
e

>o-^

LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZA
• One Urge round pizza with
cheese and one topping
* Priest nay vary by location. Valid
at participating locations only.

<^Cici!r.Pi«A

$C99

5

GIANT ONE TOPPING PIZZA
- One giant round pizza with
chatte and out topping
* Priest may vary by location. Valid
at participating locations only.

<g)c.c;!r.p;«A

$A99

6

^e

LARGE SUPER DELUXE PIZZA ^LARGE DOUBLE PEPPERONI PIZZA
- One large round pizza with
cheese and 8 toppings!
* Priest may vary by location. Valid
at participating locations only.

$A99

9

■One large round pizza with
cheese and double ptpperoni!
* Priest may vary by location. Valid
at participating locations only.

$069

6
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Neil Arey
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John Rippy
junior. English

senior, graphic design

Topic: What New Year's resolution have you already broken?

You've had to hold your tongue all break.
It's time to let it all hang out.
Send opinion columns to breezeopinion@hotmail.com
.jj*n
56 E Wolfe SI
BtuK Nina's

u\ One Combo Meal, '

Get Second
Half Off!

Dovvnfown: 433-3917

HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC
Daniel O. Winner, M.D.
Louis E. Nelson, M.D.

C. Larry Whitten, M.D.
M. Catherine Slusher, M.D.
Herbert E. Bing, M.D.
Sherry L. Driver, F.N.P.
WELCOMES
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. AND JASON K. GENTRY, M.D.

Get Ready for Spring Break!
Candle's Spa
433-3322
and

THE LOOK

Co™, <* Uwv^tcy Dvd
and fUMrxMr si
(Acroa* frwn Shaaa)
VWungDwsncasvm
SunChaM. Scon, Gala. Blua Rldp.
PotomMS Cnaaapaafca

564 - 2770

Professional
HAIP.STYLING -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA J, MASSAGE

Phone:
(540)434-3831
(800) 545-3348

Tan until May

,85

15% off Retail
with your
JACard

Highlights $40

Ask about our
new extended hours
ft
TO THEIR PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOCY

Full Body
Massage

$35

FREE Soft Drink
with any
Hair Service

Perms $35
Haircut $10

dBH&k
MEN'S BASKETBALL
vs. George Mason
Televised w Oast Spoils Net

Saturday, January 18, 2 p.m.
Convocation Center

^->
^^^aap**

Patriots

Coaches vs, Cancer Pledge Forms Being Collected! aSW-

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
vs. William & Mary imr4
Sunday, January 19, 2 p.m.
Convocation Center
Gam* Sponsor

W

Church Oayl Get in lite with
your church bulletin Must tnttr
through Entrance B (or free admission1

IMASSANurn.N

Need Computer
Repairs?
Call Meridian Computers Today!
564-1949

JSi

We Service All Makes and Models, Including Notebooks
498-1 University Blvd. Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Diagonally Across From Sheetz, Behind Valley Mail

Starts Fit, Jan. 17th

SSON 01. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

' FALL/WINTER
CLEARANCE EVENT
1>2S Oeverl* Av.
Oust off University Bh/d)
Touch free automatic
4 Self service bays
Spot Free nnse
6 Vacuums
Upholalery shampooer
Fragrance machine
433-0090

3171 8 Main St
(next to Charlie Obaugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Self service bays
Spot Free nnse
8 Vacuum*
2 Interior detail centers
433-MOO

IT HAPPENS ONLY
ONCE A YEAR!

SENSATIONAL SAVINGS
IN ALL DEPARTMENTS!
HARRISONBURG - Cloverleaf Shopping Center
CHARLOTTESVIUi - Rio Hill Shopping Center
(www.ruggedwearhouse.com)

M*J<5<5EEJ

WEARHOUSR
Outfitting America For Less!
affiinYsmm "Raa
Mon - Sat 9:30am - 9pm • Surinam -torn
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COMICS
Drink to That
Patrick Bredland
f WA5 y«u< lt<*J« fell St
*« «flo»tert Tfcucs?
rAMI91 1W ! '-M «J«
f' .

i* 3n
J^p^T'

^i^* *r^ ** r"^

tfVyUy
/VB"

v^

* )
/
c

/I"

/1
_i

/

r_ 'j \

y^
. — •—

1

L\

1

Hi \ Z£A0 Oh

> ^SsyMsji^ "i

V NQT

~p^p^

7(

s
1

T"

((

775CantrellAve.
(next to Hardees)
432-9996

Mon.- Fri. 9 am-8 pm
Sat. 10am-4pm
Sun. I pm-6 pm

BAND LINE UP:

Thursday - Karaoke'

Friday - John Sines Jr. w/ f&te Hanson

Saturday Danger Ranger

Sonrfoy & Mont/ay Free Pool

Wednesday Free Pool & Free Taco Bar Gpirt • 7:30 pm

Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials. 10% off with JAC card
1950-A DEYERIE AVE. HARRISONBURG

CHECK US OUT ONLINE

If Your Doctor Ii Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries • Sprains
Mono • Strep Throat
Lacerations
In-housc STD Testing

Afsfonipufc.com

EMERGICARE
mm Ptmaui art SoMlif 7%tir h'nmaa

Ail major bank cards accepted
and wc will file your insurance
claim for you!

No Appointment Necessary • OPEN 7 Days a Week

ALL FILMS $2.50
NO BOOKBAGS
ALLOWED

Wednesday

Saturday

THE RULES
OF ATTRACTION
Jan. 16th I si h 7& 10 I'M

*

\H K)\| |i,!l I WIN

•9 :

! »
:■

v.

.Jan

'

the movie

1 & fi::to I'M

i
flLm ggOftfaMi KnOlo iKtite MoVi&3an.20 - fib. 1

Wednesday

Thursday

°JRB9JSI£!». IMWRK0RK
7:00 PM

7:00 PM

Jan. 24th «*i 25th
I'M. 9:30 I'M \llll\

Frida Y-

Saturday

NEWSIES

1:00 PM

7:00 PM

Tlie l^lk JS»de

9:30 I'M
9:30 PM

3:30 PM
Th«

High fidelity
10:00 PM

MIDNIGHT

•:00 PM

For more information, call the movieline at x86723 or check out upb.jmu.edu
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LEISURE

HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
1

Today's Birthday (Jan. 16). You could run into a person this year who's both attractive and irritating.
You'd sometimes like to strangle this person, but that's not a good idea. [Mind, use this person as a
resource to get rid of old baggage and polish your performance. This coach will show you how.

2

fib

1 1H

11

Today is a 7 - Do what's required, and do it
with grace. It'll go more smoothly that way,
and you'll get home earlier.

II

U

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Taurui April 20-May 20

^

^_ , Today is an 8 - Don't race all over town
JBu running errands That's .i waste of lime
O^f and money. You don't even need some of
the stuff on your lisls. Edit.

y Today is an 8 - You m.iv feel attracted by a
distant opportunity, yet hesitate to leave the
security oi the t.imili.ir. You should know if
n | right for you to go soon. By Saturday,
for sure

Cancer June 22-July 22

aA Today is a 6 - Love and money are connecter ed now. That simply means you're more apt
J^\ to achieve a goal with somebody special on
your side. Work is involved, too.

52

— Today is a 5 - Does some aspect of your
j^^^J work have you troubled? Somebody who's
^^*R being overlooked, who needs more of your
attention? Focus on caring for them, and
you'll benefit too.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
Today is a 7 - Arrange your schedule to
i^^^ include a visit with tuends, but also leave
^y time for your own. A family member needs
you now, maybe just to know you're OK.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
Today is an 8 - If at first you don't succeed,
ask .i friend to intervene, You hardly ever
«>»k for anything, but you could. You know
the perfect person, loo.

—Tribune Media Servues
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58

1.9

68

D G Y

n

ACROSS
1
bean
5 Still-life picture
pitchers
10 Marine color
14 Islamic republic
15 Pacific island
group
16 Desensitize
17 Nauseated
18 King of Troy
19 Pointed ends
20 Shucks!
22 Crosby movie
24 Hobbits' home
25 Understand
26 J-N connection
29 Caught forty
winks
33 Actor Martin
35 Italian three
37 Grow weary
38 Ms. Leachman
39 Med. readings
41 Military tribute
43 Diminish gradually
44 Artist of the
dollar bill

46

13

27

28

,.
,.
23

■

i ■■
34

»

!

"

42

1■
"

rM H

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

12

~

45

49

Today is an 8 - The person you most feel
-€L
like talking to isn't asking you to explain a
f^^T Ihing. He or she is I grv.it listener, though,
*^" and you know it. Vent.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22

•

41

'■

44

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Today is an 8 - One of the most important
skills you can learn is knowing when .uu!
how to say "no.' It'll do wonders for your
peace of mind and make it much easier
to schedule.

.

e

7

31

37

39

Today is a 6 _ You generally aren't a
^^■^S coupon-clipper, but fate could toss you a
*TPH^ deal that's tt*> good to overlook. Don't
throw away a great opportunity

Today is a 6 - You may have thought you
k needed to make more money, but there are
other ways to achieve peace of mind.
fc Consult a friend who gets by on less.

30

36

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Gemini May 21-June 21

6

'

"

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

_«- Today is a 5 - If you don't feel up to tak4^^ inn on ,i new challenge, your.' reading
^^W the conditions well Take il easy.
Whatever it is can wait.

Solutions to
Last Issue's Puzzle

4

1/

Artos March 21-April 19

. *w^
^JN
'AX\
^^^.

•

u

50
52
53
55

1

■
.
"

Song of loyalty
Noah's craft
Stately tree
Of early
Peruvians
58 Slipped by
62 Greek letter
63 Having the skill
65 Ferber and
Buchanan
67 Metric unit of
mass
68 Whipping scar
69 Fang
70 Network of
pathways
71 Puts down
72 Creative exam
73 Fills with reverence

at windmills

48 Director
Craven
49 Call from the
crow's-nest

1

II
57

60

»

1

K

i

■
"
"

DOWN
1 Speech defects
2 March 17th celebrants
3 Infamous 1933
kidnapper
4 Turkey's capital
5 6th sense
6 Reheat
7 Eastern ruler
8 Wanders
9 Revolver inventor
10 Freeze front?
11 HannaBarbera's cartoon horse
12 Ref's relative
13 Midsection
muscles, casually
21 Shed tears
23 Emblem
27 Singer Frankie
28 Nine sisters of
mythology
30 Maravich of
basketball
31 Period
32 Beta follower
34 Sexual equality
3rp35 Magnetic flux
density unit

Don't Wait Til
It's Too Late!
* '."iV~ iFrf~*j#iis■>«v^-;~*3:*■-«]

Rush to the 'Chase and Res
[EDROOM, I BATH LUXURY APARTMENTS
lENOMENAl P<)()L AND SPECTACULARS SU?N
JNTASTIC Mil I Y EQUIPPED FITNESS CENTER
■RK >H
\ ■.; >! ' • \.p r n UBi i
fNVENIEN ] LYX^LOSti K) (:AMPUi
fOOVY GAI^Bix&A^REi I \ ( * I I N ) I \ (
*)( )LANJ J l
^ ' Mil !>
\.J\JOL

www.su nch
HURRY IN...A LIMITED NUMBER OF
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS ARE SI II I AVAII AB1 E
COME HOME TO SUNCHASETODAY!!

36 Make roof
repairs
40 Blue
42 Sportscaster
Scully
45 Satellite of
Saturn
47 The one here
51 " Variations"
54 IBM feature
from 1981
56 Astound
57 Identifies
59 Oh, why notl
60 Eve's grandson
61 Information
63 Leather worker's tool
64 Actress Arthur
66 Timid

"lu.1.

Focus
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RACHELLE LACR01X/p*«u <dttor
(Left to Right) seniors Brat Ollverlo. Adam Thormahlem and Mike Hale* host their Tuesday night show "Sport* Phenoma" at 8 p.m. on WXJM 88.7 FM whore they dlacuaa aporta toplca.

Ifca

Sports

Thing

WXJMers recount opportunities
to meet celebrities, attend
glamorous parties through their
radio show "Sports Phenoms"
Story by senior writer Kyra Papafil
When senior Bret Oliverio started helping out at a
friend's radio show in the tall ol lw, he never imagined it would lead to his own show and interactions
with dozens of celebrities.
Oliverio discovered his radio ambitions as a freshman at George
Mason University where he started helping out on the Washington
D.C.-based WHFS99.1 FM's "Sports Junkies, "which he described as
a sports and "guy" talk show.
"A friend of mine from high school was the head producer of the show, and they seemed to like me there, so I stuck
around," Oliverio said.
After transferring to JMU, Oliverio worked part time with
the "Sports Junkies,"working during the summer and other
school breaks.
"Once I started working and getting to see what radio was all
about, I knew I wanted to do this (radio) for good, and a show at
JMU would be a great start," Oliverio said.
Already an established radio show on WXJM 88.7 FM, "40
Ounces of Sports" greeted Oliverio with open arms when he
transferred to JMU in Fall 2000. When the "40 Ounces" hosts
graduated in 2001, Oliverio took the initiative to keep the
show going, recruiting high school buddies and fellow seniors Mike Hales and Adam Thormahlen to co-host "Sport*.
Phenoms" with him, beginning in Fall 2001.
Oliverio said. "We just came up with the name for our show. The
word "phenom" has an up-and-coming feel to it and sports,
because it's a sports-based show."
He said they chose not to keep the "40 Ounces" show title
because "we wanted a new name since it was a new set of
guys coming in "
Hales said they all had an interest in doing a show like
"Sports Junkies" and with Oliverio's radio expertise, the
trio's show got off the ground.
"Sports Phenoms" airs Tuesday nights at 8 p.m. on WXJM.
Tuesday night conversations regularly cover topics such as the

.

mum cm RTBn

OITRITOUVKMO

Ollverlo met LL Cool J at a Super Bowl party last year.

Washington Wizards, "8 Mile," Washington Redskins and college
hoops. During the show they also take phone calls from listeners on
tin' topics they are focusing on that show.
'It it sounds like we're having a good time on the air, our listeners will hopefully join in on that," Hales said.
"Sports Ilienoms" has welcomed such on-air guests as JMU
COM IK'S an.l aJhljUl. as well as Steve Buckhantz ('77), who is now
the play-by-play bnxidcastcr tor the Wizards.
IVrks ol having tlu'ir own show didn't stop with having a following of Harrisonburg listeners.
I ittle did the "Sports Phenoms" know that their radio show
would land them press admittance to events ranging from the
Maryland's KcmperOpen to Super Bowl XXXVI.
Oliverio said that at last year's Super Bowl they were
invited to the Maxim Super Bowl Party, the NFL Player's
Party, (sports agent) l.eight Steinberg's Super Bowl Party and
P. Diddv's Super Bowl Party.
That night the trio met actors Tara Reid, Chris Klein. Ryan
Philippe, Nicholas Cage and |ohn Stamos, musicians Ja Rule, LL
Cool J, N"Sync, Nelly, 98 Degrees and Mystikal and sports greats Joe
Namath and Magic Johnson.
Oliverio and Thormahltn toasted with Tara Reid with a Sex
on the Beach shooter.

46
/ was at the NFL Player's Party when (Minnesota
Viking quarterback) Daunte Culpepper explained
the difference between Belvedere, Grey Goose
and Absolut voakas to me.
—Adam Thormahlen
senior

_•«
"It was great. I was at the NFL Player's Party when
(Minnesota Viking quarterback) Daunte Culpepper explained
the difference between Belvedere, Grey Goose and Absolut
vodkas to me," Thormahlen said.
Oliverio said, "Wv called the public relations person that was in
I hup ot the media (for the Super Bowl). These parties want media
there to spread the word about their event, so we go."
Oliverio said that some parties were more difficult to get invites
to than others, but persistence was the key to getting in "I contact-

—66
/ think we 'II know that we \>e made it when
we're broadcasting live from Radio Row at
the Super Bowl.
— Bret Oliverio

99
ed the Super Bowl's public relations person about a month in
advance, telling her who we were and that we wanted to go to the
events," he said. "It was really just ,1 m.ittcr oi being persistent with
e-mails and phone calls, so tri.it once we were .it the e\ent, she
remembered who I was and escorted us right in.
"On the other hand/' he said. "At Puff Daddy's party we just
walked around to the back and showed (the doof guards| our press
passes and they let us right in
Oliverio's advice to anyone who might find tltemsek i-s .it one of
these parties is to "play it cool and act like you're supposed to be
there and people will treat you well Vm II stick out like a sore
thumb if you're star gazing and giggling "
Other events they have attended include Wizards media conferences, Redskins .irul BaltimoreOrk>les games and Farm Aid, a Dave
Matthews Band benefit concert.
At a Wizards media day, | a red lettnes. who plays forward forth*1
Wizards, told Hales that he lived alone and Hales said that he was
graduating in May and offered to be lefferies' mommate.
Hales said that rubbing elbows with celebrities isn't the only
perk of the job. "When we get to be in the locker nx>m after I game,
we hold ourselves up as any other member of the press. That's a
really good feeling," Hales said.
Oliverio said, "We've built really good contacts working tor the
'Sports Junkies' and on 'Sports Phenoms.' Hopefully we'll be able to
use these contacts after graduation when we begin our careers."
Oliverio would like to make a career out of the "Sports
Phenoms" show he hosts with Hales and Thormahlen Currently
the trio tapes their shows and is starting to edit their bat dipt to
send to radio stations all over the country in hopes of landing their
own show after graduation.
Oliverio said, "I think we'll know that we've made it when we're
broadcasting live from Radio Row at the Super Bowl."
"The group's chemistry really makes the show," Oliverio said.
"We just know how to push each other's buttons. We're three best
friends that love what we do."
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Guys... Thinking About Going Greek?
Wondering What Joining a Fraternity
Can do for you?
Drop by the JMU Fraternity Information Session to learn
about the advantages that going Greek can bring from the
mouths of JMU students who have joined. Plus have a
chance to meet representatives from different Fraternities
and get information on the upcoming rush.

Fraternity Information Session
Tuesday, January 21
8:30 pm, Taylor 400
Also, don't forget fraternities will be in the Commons from
11:00 am to 2:00 pm on January 21, 22 and 23.
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Sign up for

UnPlan
NO LIMITS ON MINUTES. PERIOD.
CALL ANYTIME TO ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY.
ALL DAY. ALL NIGHT. ALL YOU WANT.
GET THE SAME BILL EVERY MONTH.
No long distinct charges. No roaming charges.'
Simply pay a $4995 monthly subscription fee.

Cat a frae phona whan you
sign up for any SunCom plan
— while supplies list

>"-"

AT&T Wireless

wecetit SunCom
Mentter of the ATJT WrtWw Mtfwort

START THE SEMESTER OFF RIGHT—UNPLAN TODAY!
SuaConi Scon Locjtiom

Ston» Hour*; M-F »./f

Herri sonburg
Marketplace Shoppes
1866 East Market $1. Suite B
(across from Valley Mall near
Boolcs-A-Mill!onl
140-J46-8440

Staunton
Colonial Mall
(byJCPenney)
1331 Greenville Ave
540-886-4054
(M-S.il ioa-9p, Sun li;}0-$: jop)

FME OVE»NKMT DELIVERY 1-877 »»«7*a

Wi(*» awn* #rt»eWe '(

...le. .«■«(.<-l-«

i Hem: Sat loj-fip, Sun 1-5*1
Shenandoah Plaza
1408 Greenville Ave
(acrosi from Colonial Mall)
540255-8380

CO##0»1AI1L SAUJ ata-jsi-ooaa (toll free)
l.wnishlMlaa.n

) Enclyiive Autborind OeaUn

•CTtOCiUL

*>*

thop online www.SunCom.com
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"I'm not really a soup person ... I just
like to make them."

i- Silent Bob speaks
Kevin Smith, best known as Silent Bob, displays his comedic talents in a new DVD.

THERESA DUNTON

owner and chef of The Serving Spoon

See story page 16

SM

story below

got sou pi
Local 'Soup Nazi' serves up flavor
BY ALISON FARGO

SARAH STM4rr?JKriiprui j editor

seafood chowder, a soup-lovers heaven has
asst. style editor
just about been perfected. For those who preIt's past dusk at 282 Neff Avenue, a fer other entrees, the chicken teriyaki is glazed
building that sits shyly alongside the road, just enough to ring true of its flavor, yet keep
somewhat darkened from a lack of light- the chicken breast — which is marinated to
ing, with the only illumination streaming perfection — as the dominant taste.
from a small blue and red "OPEN" sign in
"Everything is complementary of the
the window. There are a few cars in the main ingredient rather than covering it
parking lot and even fewer sounds coming up," Hank Dunton said.
from the small brick structure.
While the prices for entrees are a little
What's inside, however, is a totally dif- steep for the college change purse, such as
ferent story — according to your taste the $16.75 crab pastry or the baked applebuds, at least. The Serving Spoon, which wood smoked pork chop for $1350, this is
opened
Dec.
1, 2002, is where a treat that is well worth a few extra bucks
Harrisonburg's very own "Soup Nazi" has when D-hall is no longer delicious.
been building up an extravagant array of Everything is made from scratch, includfood sensations — with an attitude.
ing the rich and tasty amaretto cheesecake
"My food has personality," Theresa and the oreo fanatic's oreo mudpie, and all
Dunton, owner and chef of the less-than- of the food is prepared to order.
two-month-old restaurant, said. She is
Don't be fooled by the desolate-looking
a petite woman who graduated outside or turquoise inside walls. Don't be
from JMU in the early '80's with turned off if you are the only party in the
a biology degree, yet her road in modest dining room of seven tables.
life passed her into the restau- Although the bare walls have yet to razzle
rant business. Duncan smiles and dazzle with personality and greatness,
from ear to ear when talking once a meal hits your tongue there will be
about her tasteful master- nothing less than satisfaction. And no matpieces and a spunky attitude ter how drafty it gets, the hot soup promisalso shows through, which es to relinquish your chill.
deemed the nickname, "Soup
Look out, local soup vendors, the next
Nazi," by some.
restaurant superstar is well on her way. With
"Nobody's soups are better Slans to spice up the decor with paintings
than mine," she said proudly
om the OASIS Art Gallery downtown and
But soups are not all rum the hidden banquet room into a bistro,
Dunton's cookin' up. The Serving Theresa Dunton has big time hopes.
Spoon's selections vary from the $5.50
But Dunton has a secret to tell — sometuna a la fromage (also known as a tuna thing that may surprise anyone who has
melt) and the $6.25 chicken Caesar dined at her restaurant
wraps to a $17 filet mignon. With the
"I seldom eat my soups," Dunton said.
twice-daily revolving menu, what you get "I am not really a soup person ... I just
depends on the day and meal.
like to make them."
"We seldom run [menu items] two days in
The Serving Spoon offers take-out
a row," Dunton said.
options for both lunch and dinner and also
The Serving Spoon offers a unique variety is available for banquets and catering.
at every mealtime, with options for the faith- Although "we haven't posted the hours yet
ful vegetarian and the hungry carnivore. so we don't have to be here," Dunton
According to employee Hank Dunton, every laughed, the restaurant opens around 10
menu offers a beef dish, chicken dish and a.m. for bagels, tea and some "great hot
seafood dish. And, of course, five steamy drinks," and seating ends around 8 p.m.
soups are available at all times. From the
The Soup Nazi grinned and said, "I
hearty beefy mushroom to the succulent haven't told anybody yet, 'No soup for you!'"

♦ Top Ten Movies of 2002*
time, "The Hours" is remarkable in
senior
temoi writer
wnlei
its depiction of depression, the emo^fc
Despite the numerous films tional burden of caring for others and
dancers of abandoning
abandonine such a
released in 2002.
2002, thev
they ultimately — in the dangers
the fashion of my other critical peers burden. Not since "The English
— must be pared down to 10 repre- Patient" has a literary adaptation
sentatives of why movies should still been so true to the spirit of its origibe made. The following list, in the nal form.
humble opinion of this moviegoer, is
4. "Y Tu Mama Tambien," directcomposed of films that promote the ed by Alfonso Cuaron ("Hart's War")
idea of cinema not only as a medium — If only American teen sex comefor entertainment, but for artistic dies were as genuinely funny, honexpression as well.
estly graphic and emotionally comL "Punch-Drunk Love," directed pelling as this Mexican film concernby
Paul
Thomas
Anderson ing a road trip (sans Tom Green)
("Magnolia") — The work of a truly undertaken by two teenage boys and
jfted filmmaker, Anderson's latest a conflicted older woman through
ilm uses Adam Sandler's ("Mr the eerily beautiful landscape of conDeeds") depressed and angry sales- temporary Mexico.
5. "Road to Perdilion/'directed
man to paint a portrait of American
loneliness and the possibility of love by Sam Mendes ("American
as a means of rescue. Thanks to this Beauty") — This Depression-era talc
film, not only is there hope for the of fathers and sons should be praised
future of American filmmaking, but for the way it comes together like a
assurance that experimental lilms dark, meditative painting. It also convisually and emotionally can chal- tains, in Tom Hanks' ("Castaway")
act of patricide and the final appearlenge an audience.
2 "Minority Report." directed by ance of Jude Law's ('The Talented
Steven
Spielberg
("Artificial Mr. Ripley") assassin, some of the
Intelligence") — The year's best pro- most breathless moments of the year
6. "Insomnia," directed by
duction, Spielberg channels great acting, an intriguing story, believable Christopher Nolan ("Memento") —
computer graphics and dynamic cin- Al Padno's ("The Devil's Advocate")
ematography (courtesy of longtime haggard, sleepless face is more than
collaborator Janusz Kaminski) to cre- enough to draw viewers into this
ate a film noir in an all-too-possible adept remake about a detective tryfuture where murderers are arrested ing to solve a murder, cover up his
before their crimes are committed own misdeeds and get some shutand an omnipresent government can eye during bright Alaskan nights.
Um I individuals'every move.
7. "Catch Me If You Can," direct3. "The Houri,"which only has ed by Spielberg — The second of
been in select theatres until Friday, Spielberg's triumphs in 2002, this
directed by Stephen Daldry ("Billy fluid crime caper, based on the true
Elliot") — skillfully interweaving a (misadventures of Frank Abagnale.
•^L day in the life of three women across jr..
Jr.. is a welcome remembrance of the
BY ZAK SALIH

1

^_

._

carefree atmosphere of the 1950s
1950-. (in
un r ^
contrast to his dark
d.irk envisioning of ^Jr
the future in "Minority Report").
8.
8 "Solaris"
Solaris directed by
bv Steven ^Vfe
Soderbergh ('Traffic") — More evidence that Soderbergh is a renaissance man of cinema genres,
ft
"Solaris," while burdened by
moments of excruciating silence,
remains a thoughtful, philosophical
meditation on love and death aboard *
a space station. For those who enjoy
pondering the meaning of things,
this movie is impossible to forget.
9. "Gangs of New York," directed
by Martin Scorsese ("Goodfellas") —
As problematic as this 19th century
epic is (consider the morally tidy
final moments, all set to an out-ofplace U2 song), the explosive performance by Daniel Day-Lewis ('The
Boxer") as the butchering gang lord %
Bill Cutting saves the film. When
Day-Lewis is not stealing scenes (and
chewing the occasional piece of
scenery), Scorsese captures our attention with his often brutal depiction of
early gang life in New York City.
10. "Red Dragon," directed by
Brett Ratner ("Rush Hour 2") — Who
would have guessed that another
helping of Anthony Hopkins
("Hannibal") in his most famous role *
would actually be a pleasure to
watch instead of yet another exercise
in the futility of the prequel (see
2002's disappointment, "Attack of
the Clones")? Ratner and returning
screenwriter Ted Tally ("The Silence
of the Lambs") take the spotlight off
Hannibal Lecter as much as the commercial marketers probably were
willing to allow and focus it on the
search for a serial killer who has fallen for a blind woman.
woman
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Watch hits the
SPOT in 2003
Microsoft brings out new device
BY DAVE NORMAN

staff writer
Our ever-evolving desires
for the latest technology will be
revolutionized in 2003. Cell
phones will continue to advance
toward a "Zoolander"-esque
size and color screens will
become the norm. Wires will
become obsolete sooner rather
than later as wireless technologies become the preferred
method of data transmission
Computers will continue their
reign of power as people continue to rely on them as the center
of their daily lives, to expand in
power and shrink in both size
and cost.
But perhaps the most
thrilling
technological
onslaught of 2003 will be the
latest innovation coming
from Microsoft — Smart
Personal Object Technology,
or the SPOT.
SPOT will transform your
watch into the latest and
greatest information medium.
It will provide up-to-theminute data based on your

location providing weather
updates, traffic advisories,
one-way instant messaging,
stock quotes, news updates
and many other personalized
features. While the devices
will not be available to consumers until fall 2003, the first
prototype devices debuted
last week at the Consumer
Electronics Show in Las
Vegas, Nev.
"The SPOT initiative is
committed to improving the
core function of everyday
devices through the addition
of software," according to
Microsoft officials on the corporation's Web site.
SPOT uses technology
that Microsoft has created
with the assistance of key
partners in the FM broadcasting industry. This new
network,
known
at
DirectBand, is a continuous
broadcast network throughout the United States and
Canada. Microsoft is creating
something out of nothing,
see FUTURE, page 17
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Silent Bob speaks to followers in
'An Evening with Kevin Smith'
BY JESS H INI BI

m

\tnior writer
The creator of the cult movie
daaaka featuring Jay and SUcnl
Bob has a new DVD, "An
Evening with Kevin Smith."
But this time. Bob isn't so silent
Kevin Smith, easily recognized
.is SUcnl Bob from his men IH
recentl\ released .1 DVD collet
tion Maturing excerpts from
college apMMMtCM -it schools
including t omell University,
the University of Wyoming,
Clark University and Kent
st,id University.
Throughout hi-, talks, Smith
pokes lun at himself, his friends,
his wife and various audience
members showing his m >-h. 4di
barred
style of
comedy.
Commenting on the movie
"Dogma," Smith said. "Yes, I
believe in God, Why? Because |
have a film career."
Smith's comments re\olw

around questions from audience
members and loyal fans of his
film
creations,
including
"Clerks," "Mallrats," "Chasing
Amy," "Dogma" and most
recently, "Jay and Silent Bob
Strike Back" He recounts
detailed and funny stories about
making movies with friends Ben
Affleck ("Mallrats," "Chasing
Amy" and "Dogma") and Jason
Mewes 0ay), who has appeared
in all of Smith's films. Smith
jokes that instead of paying
Affleck $15 million a picture like
he may be used to getting, they
pay him 515 an hour and that
Mewes is indeed the muse and
inspiration for the character Jay.
At a number of the events.
Smith uses his cell phone, once to
call an audience member's parent to tell him he's been "doing
the pot" and another to call the
employer of an audience member who had been fired because

fiUtttittertfal

he attended Smith's performance
rather than go to work. Although
Smith's efforts to smooth things
over with the restaurant owner
are to no avail, it makes for a
humonms and unique episode.
Although Smith's humor, like
his movies, sometimes can he
vulgar, it is overshadowed by the
ironic, funny and true stories he
has about his career and life since
he started creating the movies.
These include run-ins with
the artist formerly known as
Prince and director Tim Burton
Smith claims Burton once was
quoted as saying "Anyone who
knows me knows I'd never
read a comic book." In the context. Burton was referring to
Smith's claim that he ended a
Jay and Silent Bob comic before
Burton did it the same way in
"Planet of the Apes." The irony
lies in the fact that Burton
directed
"Batman"
and

7 AM t010:30 PM 7 DAYS A WEEK

"H,itm.in Returns."
The DVD shows (ans bolh
outside the event enthusiastically bragging about their
knowledge of the movies or at
the appearance asking questions with almost too much
prior detailed
knowledge
about Smith's career.
The collection satisins |ht
questions o( the true Smith
movie geek as well as making
him laugh long enough to deny
allegations that he's wafcMm it
solely to find out if any of the fans
know more about the movie than
he does. Although probably
designed for the tme Smith fan,
all audiences can enjoy his witty
sense of humor and stories.
The two-DVD set totals 225
minutes of comedy and
insight from
the screenwriter/director who has continued to make young adults
laugh for almost a decade.
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LOW RATES!

There will be a Style
writers meeting
Tuesday, Jan. 21

* LATE MIGHT SPECIAL * I

VAN SPECIALISTS

RENTACAR

Hey Style Kids!

433-7272 iMMJCfflfi) 433-7272

433-3549

Heller Ingredients
Heller l>i//.i

LARGE ONE TOPPING
AND
BREADSTICKS

QUALIFIED DRIVERS OVER 21 WELCOME!
3275 Main at South Main Amoco(Near Ramada Inn) Hamsonburg
I VJC_XJCJC_XjC_XJCjC_Xv

V

NOW through

February 15, 2003

TJ's Jewerly & Gifts
Quality Jewerly At An Affordable Price
^Specializing in Sterling Silver~
I Also Available:
Vermeil, Fine Gold, Platinum, Diamond*

ONLY $10.00
16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $5.99 ALL DAY!
1:30 am Mon-Thurs 3:30 am Fri & Sat
X
12:30 am Sun
AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03

LARGE ONE TOPPING
$8.50 W/ COUPON

Si-i kl.K cs. Chains, Bracelets,

Rings, AnkleU, etc.

Here's your chance to

change the world

• ••

or maybe just JMU!
The University Program Board wants you to

$1,000 scholarship

apply to be the director of:
Cinematic Events
Cinematic Promotions
Musical Events
Arts Events
Issues & Cultural Awareness
Variety Entertainment
Membership
Finance

WHY?

Hospitality
Technical Services
Media & Public Relations
Event Promotions
Print Advertising
Multimedia & Graphic Design
Executive Director

A«
IIMVLKSITY I'HOIilUM BOAhll

#fUPB
for more information, call I

ily Wyman at x86217 or e-mail emilika99oyahoo.com OR visit Taylor 203!

Build your resume
Leadership opportunities
Meet new people
Gain experience
Be involved
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Zadie Smith shows talent better through universal topics
Wilh all the first-time Man" is smaller in character,
authors currently on the shelves geography and therm's, M its
and waiting in publishing pages depict a twenty-somehangar bays, when an author thlng'l meandering existential
releases his or her first novel — journey through life.
the culmination of years or
Yet for Alex-Li Tandem.
decades of frustration, revision Smith's mascot for the everyand the proverbial cocktail of man's struggle with the com
blood, sweat and tears - it is plexibes of human existence, the
usually like the snapping of fin- life he inhabits is one suffused
gers dunng an earthquake
with fame, the other f-word that
Most of the time these first easily corrupts Tandem, howbooks pass away unnoticed onto ever, is no movie-matinee idol;
the discount shelves that lie out- rather, he collects their autoside big chain bookstores like graphs and the autographs of
yesterday's trash waiting for dis- philosophers, writers, scientists,
posal. Whole careers are rock gods and anyone else
destroyed and voices are lost whose "John Hancock" will
amid the riot of numerous others. fetch a nice paycheck from the
For Zadie Smith — whose frequent auctions that he and
first novel, "White Teeth." was other autograph-collecting men
released to the sort of world- and women attend. Theirs is an
wide acclaim typical of most interesting career that Smith
literary masters instead of loves to have fun with, a world
newly bom novelists — it is the where forgeries are made for
follow-up novel, the platform survival and the destruction of a
on which writers prove their prized autograph ran condemn
talent instead of their luck, that a person's soul.
reads and feels more like the
In typical monotony-offirst novel. "The Autograph everyday-life style.
Smith

M'ffiings
Literary
by senior writer
Zak Salih
describes Tandem as someone
who "was emotionally underdeveloped ... like most Western
kids. He was probably in denial
of death. He was certainly suspicious of enlightenment. Above
all. he liked to be entertained. He
was in the habit of mumbling his
own personality traits to himself
like this while putting his coat
on; he suspected that farm boys
and people from the Third
World never did this, that they
were less self-conscious."
Everyone has their own

personal definition of salvation. For our tormented
Jewish-Asian
protagonist,
enlightenment and salvation
come not only through adventures in Kabbalah and Zen.
They also tike the form of a
prized signature by the currently-reclusive actress Kitty
Alexander. Alexander is a sort
of fairy godmother figure who,
along with the germ-phobic
American autograph woman
Honey Smith — who herself
achieved fame after being

caught in a sexual act with a
famous Scottish actor — and
Tandem's cadre of rabbi
friends, illustrate Smith's love
for her multi-ethnic characters.
She also depicts Tandem's
love for Alexander as one both
obsessive and spiritual. Their
first encounter reminds one of
an adolescent boy's first
glimpse of Britney Spears or a
devout Catholic's vision of the
Virgin Mary, an encounter so
powerful it takes the form of a
film still in his mind.
"It's not a famous shot,"
Smith writes, "but he loved it.
Because this is the beginning of
her. She had recently lost her
real name, Katya Allesandro
(Too Russian.' said the producer Lee J. Komsky, 'and also too
damn I-ye -Lilian I. and some
weight (the studio put her on its
infamous ACT diet: apples, coffee and tobacco) and the first
assaults were made on her
extravagant accent (this last
never succeeded; she remains a
Russian-Italian child of Capn)

That is the face. The one he
loves. Why subject it to
Buddha's rules of impermanence? This is the face."
But for all the humor and playfulness within "The Autograph
Man," the book has less of an
impact than "White Teeth;" it
takes off on a completely different
tangent than the previous novel
and, as a reader and fan of "White
Teem," I felt a bit cheated. Smith's
first novel is more of .in accomplishment more of a triumph,
than this amateur yet not uninter
osting second novel.
I would rather read Smith
the global novelist than
Smith the concentrated novelist who dabbles only in the
issues of single, frustrated
individuals. Leave the emotional and spiritual turmoil
to the others who need to
break their way into literature. Smith already has
proven herself — it's time to
move on to the (hopefully)
bigger and better books in
her future.

Future technology Old habits die hard at Golden Globes
sure to hit SPOT Annual awards show outlives former reputation, for most part anyway
BY ED BARK

Microsoft teams up with watch
manufacturers for latest trend
FUTURE, from page 15
using unused portions o( the
FM radio spectrum to broadcast its new signal — .iftt'r
all. Bill Gates isn't a billionaire for nothing.
These frequencies simply
are deregulated I'M frequencies that do not require my
special permission to use. FM
radio towers already are up
and functioning .SIIHV radio
wouldn't function without
them, so there are no monstrous network installation
costs. According to Microsoft,
it is planning to make the
SPOT service available in
every major metropolitan city
in the United States.

The first companies to jump
on Microsoft's bandwagon to
manufacture watches with this
new technology are Fossil,
( iti/rn and Suunto. The watch
es are expected to cost anywhere from $100 to $300 with a
monthly subscription fee estimated around $10.
According to
industry
experts, other watch manufacturers have tried and failed in
the past to integrate information
services into watches as size and
cost became a huge factor to
consumers. With Microsoft,
which seems to do everything
right, only time will tell
For more information
about
the SPOT,
visit
unvw. microsoft. com.

The Dallas Morning News
Still subject to ridicule
but increasingly gaining
respect, here comes the
Hollywood Foreign Press
Association to again prompt
the question: Who are these
people anyway?
For better or worse, the
organization's 60th annual
Golden Globe awards will
be prime time's center-ring
attraction Sunday night on
NBC. The network promises another big gathering of
A-list movie and TV stars
in a
"relaxed, festive
atmosphere."
In
other
words, dinner and drinks
■gain will be in abundance,
affording the luminaries
ample chance to get a little
loaded if they choose. This
reliably produces a certain
amount of spontaneity.
Behind the awards is a

secretive band of fewer than
100 "journalists," some of
whom are part-time freelancers for largely obscure
publications. They've been
famously derided as merry
junketeers who would cross
the Alps for a free hot dog
and mixed drink Still Ift'fl
been 21 years now since the
group's cardinal sin — naming Pia Zadora its "New Star
of the Year" from a field of
nominees that also included
Kathleen Turner, Elizabeth
McGovern,
Howard
E.
Rollins and Rachel Ward.
Coincidentally or not, Zadora
got the prize several weeks
after her multimillionaire
husband, Meshulam Riklis,
flew Foreign Press members
to Las Vegas for a few nights
of free entertainment.
The Golden Globes' fullfledged relationship with television began with the 1970

awards, which were the first
to honor both drama and
comedy series. Laughably,
the first winner as best comedy was "The Governor and
JJ." In later years, "Dynasty,"
"Mannix,"
"Fame"
and
"Murder, She Wrote" also
became dubious choices.
And the group has never
honored "Frasier," which
holds a record five Emmys as
best comedy scries
In their defense, however,
the Globes lately have been
much more on the mark.
While the Emmys have
named "The West Wing" best
drama series for three years
running, the Foreign Press
has more wisely distributed
its wealth to "Six Feet
Under," "West Wing" and
"The Sopranos," which crim
inally is still without a best
drama series Emmy.
The Globes are fixated

on "Sex and the City," however, which has won the
last three comedy series
awards. After its five-year
romance with "Frasier,"
Emmy successively has
passed the torch to "Will &
Grace," "Sex and the City"
and last fall, "Friends."
One more thing: Globe
voters were uncommonly
kind to Fox in the 1990s,
bestowing three drama series
nods to "The X-Files" and
one to "Party of Five" in
addition to a pair of best
comedy series awards to
"Ally McBeal " Did this have
anything to do with Fox head
Rupert Murdochs international clout? Or the fact th.it
the first Globe awards, in
1944, were held at 20th
Century Fox studios, where a
free lunch was served?
Old habits sometimes die
hard. Bon appetit.

The wait is over!

Call Chanello's NOW to get
your made-to-ordcr pizza.
Remember to pay using JAC. ™e camPUS tSL
JAC accepted over the phone
for delivery orders at Chanellos Pizza

CampUS One Large
w>|Jt"Clctl3« Pizza

PartV Five Large

$

oppin9

Pack: ?£ls
^ PJ[JAC

574-4700
425 N. Main St • Harrisonburg

Monday Deal
2 Large

1 Topping $10.99
Pizzas

Tuesday Deal
Adda
Two Liter

.49C

Hours:

Sun-Wed. 11 am-2 am
Thurs-Sat. 11 am-3:30 am

Wednesday Deal
Add an
Order of
.49<£
Breadsticks
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■ Swinging into action
Veteran women's gymnastics
team opens season Friday at
Towson University.

MKN'S BASKETBALL

UNC-W
routs
Dukes
By DAN BOWMAN
assistant sports editor
The University of North
Carolina-Wilmington proved
why it is one of the top teams
in the Colonial Athletic
Association Wednesday night.
The Seahawks cruised to a 7358 victory over the Dukes at
the Convocation Center.
UNC-W jumped out to a
quick start on the Dukes and
took a 46-25 lead at the haIf
In the second half, JMU
chipped away at the UNC-W
lead,
but
got no closer that II
points
at
65-56 with
just under
two
minutes to play.
UNC-W's Craig Callahan
scored 34 points. Senior guard
David Fanning led JMU with
18 points, while junior forward Dwayne Broyles added
17 points.
The Dukes entered the contest having won their last two
games, both conference road
wins. JMU topped Towson
University, 64-51, Jan. 8, led by
senior center Ian Caskill's 15
points and nine rebounds.
Three days later, Fanning
scored 20 points and senior forward Pat Mitchell and senior
center
Kenny
Whitehead
grabbed eight rebounds a piece
as the Dukes defeated Hofstra
University, 65-58, Jan. 11.
Coach Sherman Dillard
emphasized the importance of
those two conference road
wins Tuesday.
"We have to make it a
momentum situation for us,"
Dillard said. "It's all relative
in how you look at those two
wins. Our concern is they

Lefty Driesell's JMU
Coaching Highlights
Season W-L

Pet. Postseason

88'89

16-14

.533
.645 Lost in 1st round ol NIT

89'90

20-11

'90-'91

19-10

655 Lost in 1st round ol NIT

'91-'82

21-11

.656 Lost in 1st round ol NIT

'92-'93

21-9

.700 Loslm 1st round o( NIT

'93-TM

20-10

.667 Lost in 1st round ol NCAAs

94'95

16-13

.552
.333

95-96

10-20

'96'97

16-13

.542

Overall

159-111

.593

CirMr highlights: Ranks lourth all-time with
786 career wins; Only coach to win 100 games
at four drtlerent schools; Shares NCAA record
ol taking tour different schools to NCAA Tournament; Has won conference coach ol the year in
four different leagues.
Schools coached: Davidson (1960-69)
Maryland (1969-861

"LEFTY" DRIESELL

former men's basketball coach
Sw story below

Former JMU coach "Lefty " Driesell
retires after legendary 41-year career
By DAN BOWMAN
assistant sports editor
When it was all said and done,
former men's basketball coach Charles
"Ufty"
Driesell
went out his way.
The 71-year old
Driesell, who is
considered
by
many to be one of
the greatest college
basketball coaches
m history, retired
Jan. 3 after coaching at lour differ- i
ent schools
jj
for 41 seas o n
(Davidson

University
1960-'69,
the University

\ Georgia Stale (1997-2003)

Maryland
'69-'86, JMU '88'97, and Georgia

Slate University V7'03). For his career,
Driesell compiled 786

SARAH STAN!T2VW*ir. ***>r

"Winning the (CAA) tournament
on a last second shot, that's one of
my favorite moments (at JMU)."

Calling it quits

James Madison (1988-97)

set DUKES, pagt 22
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wins, which ranks fourth
time in the National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association and is the only
coach in NCAA history to win 100
games with four programs.
Driesell began coaching at JMU
during the 1988-'89 season and
made an immediate impact, guiding a team that produced 10 wins
the previous year to a 16-14 record.
The next season saw Driesell lead
the Dukes to a 20-11 campaign and
their first National Invitation
Tournament berth since '87.
With Driesell al the helm, JMU
went on to reach the NTT four
straight times before earning a
berth in the NCAA Tournament at
the end of the 1993-'94 season. The

Dukes went 20-10 that season, winning the championship game of the
Colonial
Athletic
Association
(CAA) Tournament, 77-76 against
Old Dominion University on a
buzzer-beating 3-point shot by
guard Kent Culuko ("95).
"Winning the tournament on a
last second shot, that's one of my
favorite moments (at JMU),"
Driesell said. "Going to the
NCAAs, the NIT four years, beating Purdue when they won the
Big Ten — those are all big
moments to me.
"Mostly I just remember the
post-season play five-out-of-nine
years, but just the ability to coach
young kids and make all the
friends I've made was why I got
into coaching."
Driesell said he made up his
mind last season that he wanted
to retire after this season, but
woke up New Year's Day and
realized he wanted to hang it up
right then and there.
"1 was rust tired," Driesell said.
"We (Georgia State) had gone on
five straight road trips and I just
wanted to quit. I also wanted my
assistant (Mike Perry) to get the job,
and I knew he would this way."
Current JMU coach Sherman
Dillard said he remembers fondly
his coaching days as an assistant
with Driesell at the University of
Maryland from 1979-'85. While at
Maryland, Dillard helped to coach
such standout players as Len Bias
and Buck Williams, among others,
a role he said he feels prepared him
for his Later coaching jobs.
"I was like a kid in a candy
store," Dillard said. "I had just
completed my career at JMU, was
drafted into the NBA and was
coaching at a high school down in
Martinsville, and
one
year

PHOTO COURTESY OF IMl'
Spans Media Relations
"Lefty" Driesell discusses a play
with guard Fess Irvin ('91) during the 1990-'91 season.
removed from graduating I was
silling on the bench with
arguably one of the top coaches in
the country.
"The thing I enjoyed about
working with him was that even M
a neophyte, he gave me unlimited
responsibilities I had never done a
scouting report and my first war
there I'm doing a scouting report
on Duke University. He delegated
all of these duties to me and 1 think
it helped me in my preparation to
become a head coach."
Dillard also said he thinks
Driesell is definitely a worlhy candidate for Ihc Basketball I lall of
Fame, despite never having won a
national championship.
s« DILLARD. page 21

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

FOOTBALL

Injuries, zone defenses among
obstacles for JMU this season

Dukes' offensive
coordinator resigns

BY DREW WILSON
sports editor
Alter opening the season 1 -2,
the Dukes found out coach Bud
Childers was taking a medical
leave of absence from the team,
sending another jolt to the
Dukes. The team already had
received an earlier blow, losing
junior center Mindy Sywassink
for the year to a knee injury as
the season started.
"They've been through a
lot," said interim coach Kenny
Brooks, who has taken over in
place of Childers. "When coach
Childers decided that he had to
take a medical leave of absence,
that was a big blow. We knew he

wasn't feeling well, but when
you lose your leader like that,
sometimes it takes you a while
to regroup."
The
fol- Next home
lowing day,
Riime:
JMU lost in
overtime to
Virginia Tech,
Sunday vs.
77-73,
W&M,
But
the
Dukes
2 p.m.
returned
home
to
defeat Norfolk State University
and Morgan State University
before losing by one point at the
University of North CarolinaCharlotte Dec. 21.

—WOMEN'S SWIMMINC;

&

JMU then headed to DeLand,
Fla., for the Stetson Hatter
Christmas Classic. There, the
Dukes
crushed
Lipscomb
University, 75-42. JMU then
defeated the University of
Rhode Island, 5952, for the tournament title.
"We played really well
there," Brooks said. "We played
really
good
defense and
rebounded the ball very well. It
was a good tournament"
From there, the Dukes
moved into Colonial Athletic
Association play against George
Mason University, where they
lost, 82-57.
"We haven't played up to

our potential in our opinion
since the Hatter Classic," Brooks
said. "It's been one of those situations where we came out
against George Mason flat.
George Mason played some
zone and did a very good job.
We didn't attack the zone like I
had hoped we would."
The Dukes bounced back
with a conference win over
Hofstra University Jan. 9.
Despite the win, the team
was without sophomore forward
Lynn Liburd, who
injured her foot between the
the loss at George Mason and
set JMU. page 22

DIVINC;—

senior writer
A valiant effort by the
women's swimming team fell
short Saturday as the Dukes suffered a narrow 136-106 defeat to
the University of Richmond at
Savage Natatorium
JMU captured
three
W\t meet:
events on the
afternoon,
Saturday
highlighted
by first-place
VS.ODI .
finishes
in
both the 200yard freestyle
and medley relays. Coach
Nancy Berca w noted the wins as
the bright spot for the Dukes.
"It was a tremendous feeling
and effort," Bercaw said
The 200-yard freestyle relay
team consisted of sophomore
Christine Filak, senior Marie

Hansbrough, senior Amanda
Coyle and freshman Kim
Baguchinsky.
Filak
and
Hansbrough also were members of the 200-yard medley
relay team that captured first
6lace, along with senior Jessica
lolm Dahl and freshman
Megan l-oucks.
Coyle added an individual
victory for JMU, garnering ,\
first place finish in the 500yard freestyle. Bercaw said
that Coyle is one of the team's
strongest swimmers in the distance even to.
The Spiders took home firstplace finishes in nine of the 13
events and placed second in
seven others en route to the win.
But despite the loss, Bercaw was
pleased with the effort given the
stature of their opponent.
see SWIMMERS, page 20

Matthews H
told the Newsi
Record
that
the new offensive cooordinator
could
be promoted
from his own
staff, or he j
could go outJOHN
side of JMU.
Athletic ZKKNHKLT
director
Jeff
Bourne told the Nins-Rcumi
that he did not ask Matthews
to make any coaching changes.
Matthews' five-year contract expires at the end of 2003.
Matthews and Bourne were
both unavailable for comment.
— from staff reports

WRKSTI.IN<;

Diplomats, Cavaliers
drop Dukes at home

Dukes fall to Spiders
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

In an effort to shake up I
stagnant offense, coach Mickey
Matthews Monday accepted
the resignation of offensive
coordinator John Zernhelt.
Zemhelt led a JMU offen
sive unit that finished ninth out
of 11 teams in the Atlantic 10 in
total offense and 10th in scoring offense.
Matthews said in an article
in Tuesday's Daily NewsRecord that the decision was a
mutual one and that both parties were, "frustrated."
The change does not necessarily foreshadow a drastic
change in the Dukes' offensive
attack as Matthews serves as
JMU's primary play-caller and
coaches the quarterbacks.

JMU loses two straight after
several starters go down to injury
BY DREW WILSON

sports editor

MATT CARASELLA/vnwr pttoiographrr
The Dukes fell to Franklin & Marshall College Monday night,
but competed without three starters In the lineup.

After opening the season
with a win over American
University, the Dukes have
dropped two straight BMsdtM
JMU's match against the
University of Virginia came
down to the final match
Wednesday. Josh Eto topped
freshman Matt Coffey to secure
the UVa. win.
Monday, the Dukes fell to
Franklin & Marshall College,
22-18. JMU, who was missing
three starters because of various
injuries, got behind early 13-0
and couldn't recover.

"Going into it, I knew it was
going to be a tough match,"
coaih Chlfe Llliott s.ml "I had
three st.uicrs
out tonight
We've been
wrestling
tough,
but
this is only
our
second
dual meet. I
expected us to win, but without
seniors Pat l>i.i/, Neth Cameron
and Brian t onsolvo. it affected
the final score."
Senior Dave Colabella said,

see COIABEUA, \mge 20
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WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS-

I Newcomers to add depth in '03
■

B> JASON MCGRAW
contributing writer
With 10 of the returning 15
gymnasts on the women's
gymnastics to.im holding various school records, JMU brings
experience to ita 2003 roster. A
mix of tour senior-. Wa juniors and five freshman llto
ensures depth en I squad that
Wnior Lauren Shear said
ihould he able to be very compettth e throughout Ihe MWOII
"We have I let oi potential u»
do gn-at things (MB vear," Shear
said. "We pretty much have the
same team rehiming m>m last
year, plus a re.ilh talented freshman i i
The team is lead by seniors
Shear and Carri Rider, along
with returning seniors lanelle
DiOrio and Emily McNabb.
With the exception of McNabb,
who is a transfer from North

Carolina State University, the
other three seniors likely will
hxik to finish their collegiate
careers the way they started
them back in 1999 — with a
11 inference championship.
Helping the Dukes get there
will be core of seven juniors
lead by Erin Fitzgerald, the
school record holder in the
beam and top scorer in the allantund last season, and junior
Nicole Ba scope, who was
injured last season, but is the
school's current record holder
in the all-around competition.
Juniors Erin Dootey and Kati
Elder round out the group that
brings both maturity and experience to the team.
"Our goal is to build on
last year and keep improving
week to week," coach Roger
Burke said. "We want to
peak at the end of the season

and be competitive at the
conference championships."
One thing that will help
accomplish those goals is the
performance of this year's
freshman class. This year's
class brings five new gymnasts — Jessica and Lauren
Caravello, Lindsey Ribeiro,
Allison Greene and AH Niles
— to the Dukes' roster.
"They have a lot of potential and experience and bring
a lot of variety to the team,"
Shear said.
So far the freshmen have
left a favorable outlook in the
minds of both their older teammates as well as their coach.
"For the first time in a long
time the freshmen we've
brought in will compensate
for the loss of last years seniors," Burke said.
Dioriosaid, "Usually it takes

freshmen .1 while to adapt to
college life and mesh with the
bam, but they've done that
extremely well (his year."
. Still the common thread
that holds this year's team
together will be their depth
and consistency. The team
doesn't have to rely on one or
two girls to carry the weight of
the team in each event but can
expect leadership form eight or
nine different girls every night.
"Most people think gymnastics is an individual sport.
but it's a true team sport,"
Shear said "One of our greatest .ulv.int.ige> is that we work
so well together as a team."
The women's gymnastic
team kicks off its season this
Friday at Towson University,
and competes in its only home
meet Feb. 7 against the College
of William & Mary.

JBNAOCEIUAANttNBTpfcaN|f«RWr
Senior Carri Elder works on her floor routine at a practice In
November. She Is one of four seniors returning to the '03 team.

Colabella, Rankin earn individual wins Swimmers prepare
for Dukes against Franklin & Marshall for meet with ODU
COLABEUA.fnmiw (9
"1 think it was big. A lot of
the guys didn't know they
' were wrestling. They just
found out this morning."
Behind 13-0, the Dukes
attempted to make up the
difference late. In the 174pound weight class, junior
Jeremy Kankin defeated the
Diplomats K.jah Hankel 9-5.
Rankin got a quick takedown for two points, but
Hankel tied the match up with

two escapes (one point each)
Rankin got another takedown
with 21 seconds left in the second period to take a 4-2 lead
heading into the final period.
Rankin pulled away early in
the third to pick up JMU's first
win of the match.
"I knew we were down early,
s. i1 was hoping we could score a
lot of points," Rankin said.
"I knew I was going to have
to win at least to give us a
shot at winning."

In the 184-pound weight
class, Colabella topped F&M's
Tim Brinzer 6-4. Colabella got
an early takedown in the first
and rattle off two reverses in
the second, which was enough
for the win.
Collabella made his return
after mising the Dukes' win
at American University last
Saturday, as well as the
Millersville Tournament last
week with a broken left hand.
"This was mv first match

back and I was actually pretty
tired," Colabella said. "I think'l
was a lot like everybody
wrestling tonight — we just
didn't have any intensity. When
we got the takedowns, we didn't look tor any more points."
The Dukes also picked up
two wins by forfeit, but it
was not enough without their
injured starters.
JMU's next competes at the
Virginia State Champion-hip-.
Sunday in Lexington.

SWIMMERS, from page 19
"It's the closest we've come
to Richmond in a long time,"
Bercaw said. "They're one of the
(Op U'.ims anywhere."
The Dukes remain at home
this weekend when they host
in-state rival Old Dominion
University Saturdav at 1 p.m.
[MU faced ODU Nov. 21-23,
2002 at the Maryland Terrapin
Cup
Invitational
at the
University of Maryland, defeating the Monarchs handily.

Bercaw, however, cautioned against raiding too
much into the List meeting.
"There were a lot of other
teams competing there, But
when it's one on one, anything can happen."
The meet will be the first for
the Monarchs following the
winter break.
"They're coming in henthinking they can beat us,"
Bercaw said. "We're not going
to let that happen."

YELLOW CAB
• Radio Dispatched
* Service lo all major airports
• Wheelchair accessible vehicles

m

M««

♦Prompt. Courteous Service*
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word:

REPUTATION,
and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

jfqiew Ownership.
New Happenings!
Come see for
yourself at our

A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.
A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.
A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.

Olieil HOIISe!

January 2lst
22ml and 23rd

Were even

pet-friendly
now!
Now accepting applications-

REPUTATION-there is NO SUBSTITUTE!

Fall 2003

for 4-bedroom apartments.

^PainUd Xadij Oattoo
200

c^TaxziionLruzq
433-5612
Call for monthly Anniversary Specials

f

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

432-1001
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Above — Driesell cuts down the net* after winning the CAA
Tournament In 94. Right — Driesell, with former Athletic
Director Dean Enters, left, and former President Ronald
Carrier, right, celebrates his 600th career win In coaching.
Lefty earned 159 wins while coaching at JMU and lead the
Dukes to postseason play five years In a row.

V

Dillard believes Driesell
belongs in Hall of Fame

Right — Driesell discusses
strategy with the Dukes, In
the huddle during a timeout. He ranks fourth alltime In wins by a college
coach with 786 In 41 seasons, while coaching at
four different schools
(Davidson University, the
University of Maryland,
JMU and Georgia State
University). Driesell Is also
the only coach In college
history to earn at least
100 wins with four different schools.

DIUARDfrom page 19
"There are so many different criteria," Dillard said.
"Everybody's going to look at
wins and losses, did he make
it to the big dance? Did he
win the whole thing?
"I think you look at all the
lives he's touched, people
like Jon Lucas and Tom
McMillan and Len Elmore.
There were years where he
was very successful at
Maryland where they only
took the number one team in
the tournament. I think it
was structured differently in
those years, and in my opinion that should not stop him
from going to the Hall."
Assistant
coach
Ron
Bradley, who also served as
an assistant under Driesell at
Maryland from 1981-'85,

CO ATTENTION
NIGHT OWLS,
NAUTILUS **°1
FITNESS CENTER
Nautilus is now open 5 AM - 2 AM
on Monday - Thursday to
accommodate our "night owls."

..

I always thought he'd
die on the bench. There
was a lot of excitement,
a lot of big games.
— Ron Bradlev
men's assislani basketball coacn

59
said he never thought he'd
see the day when "Lefty"
would retire.
"I always thought he'd die
on the bench," Bradley said.
"There was a lot of excitement, a lot of big games. He
was very demanding of him-

self, very demanding of his
staff and very demanding of
his players."
Dillard added he's happy
for Driesell, that he was able
to leave when he felt the time
was right.
"In this profession you're
always happy to see people do
it their way. Everybody says
'well why would he retire in
the middle of the season?' Well
that's Lefty. Lefty's going to do
it, and I'm sure he had a reason for it. He felt at that
moment it was right, so I'm
happy for him that he was able
to do it on his terms."
Driesell said, "I'm 71. I've
been working since 1960, and
I just wanted to retire. I had a
good time, but I'm sure something will come along to keep
me busy."

Recruiting Has Begun!
Apply now to be an

^^jfcV
^M"
i*-.4-i| O A IV A I

• NO WAITING IN LINES
• NO "WAITING LIST" FOR
AEROBICS - THERE'S ROOM!
• NO PARKING HASSLES,
PULL RIGHT UP TO THE DOOR
• TWO CARDIO THEATERS
• FOUR LINES OF EQUIPMENT
• AEROBICS ALL DAY LONG!
• YOGA, PILATES, KICKBOXING, CYCLING
• HUGE OLYMPIC FREE WEIGHT ROOM
I LINE OF HAMMERSTRENGTH EQUIPMENT
• INDOOR TRACK & LOTS OF TREADMILLS
• SAUNA, JACUZZI, SHOWERS & LOCKER ROOMS
• STAIRMASTERS, LIFE CYCLES & ELLIPTICALS
• NEW MODERN FACILITY IS NOW BEING BUILT

SPECIAL
STUDENT SPECIAL!

ENTIRE
SEMESTER

r

only $119.00
with JMU ID
& no initiation fee!

NATILUS FITNESS CENTER
1790-64B E. MARKET ST.
KROGER SHOPPING CENTER 433-3434

INTERNATIONAL
INTERN
More than 50 positions are available
for next fall, spring, and summer terms
in Western/Eastern Europe & Latin America.
Contact Judy Cohen's office for details:
Phone 568-6979 or e-mail <cohenjk@jmu.edu>
or come to 1077 South Main for an application
(note that this is a new location)
Q! go to www.jmu.edu/international/internships
Deadline? March 7th for all terms
This is opportunity knocking ...
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look to improve
JMU gears up for start Dukes
team's man-to-man defense
of conference season
IH hi:s, from page 19

JMU, from page 19
the Hofstra game
"One day. we found out she
was complaining about a foot
injury," Brooks said. 'They
took her to get X-rays and
found out it was a deep bone
bruise, which could lead to a
itrtM fracture. We're being
proactive on it and put her m .)
boot for three weeks."
While I.iburd's fv 1 points per
pOM arc replaceable, it is her 6 I
rebounds a game that will be
missed the most
"I vi'n didn't score a lot for
us, but she WM IVCnflJng MX
rebounds a game," Brook1- Mid
She did a really good job
dtfmdlng in the post and she
gave us that one extra body."
SHUT forward Shanna Price
slid, "Right now we're searching for identity with Lynn out"
To replace Liburd' at the
tour. Brooks moved senior forward Nadine Morgan over
from the three position and
moved Price to the three.
Starting in place of Liburd is
red-shirt senior guard |ody
I eRose, who is averaging 10
points per game.
Brooks said, "We inserted
)ody into the lineup and we
gain some outside shooting,
hut we lose some rebounding
That's been a little struggle
because everyone had to step

up and play different roles."
Price added, "Hopefully
Lynn will be back in the next
week or two. It means a lot
because Lynn has been averaging seven rebounds a game, so
someone has to step up and fill
that void in the rebounding."
When JMU played Virginia
Commonwealth
University
last Sunday, it struggled once
again against a /one defense,
losing 68-61.
"We didn't attack the zone
MJMn," Brooks said. "We were
stagnant and again we got outrebounded, which I think is a
key to all of our games. We have
to control the boards and we
didn't do a good job of that It
was a disappointing loss. It was
a game that we felt like if we
would have come out and
played to our potential, we
could have won."
LeRose said, "I think our
team has had a huge wake-up
call from our game at George
Mason to our game at VCU."
As the Dukes head into the
heart of conference play.
Brooks said the team must
start playing to its potential,
something it has yet to do.
"We're going to have to
step it up because all these
teams are familiar with our
team," Brooks said.
JMU will need to find some

consistency in its post. Brooks
said Monday.
The team also will need to
find a way to succeed against
the zone, something Brooks
said the team will see the rest
ot the season.
"We have some athletic players on our team and a lot of
teams in the CAA know they
can't match up man-to-man, so
they'll play a zone. When they
play a zone for long periods of
time, we can't get stagnant,"
Brooks said.
Life won't get any easier for
JMU, who plays at Old
Dominion University Thursday
night. The Lady Monarchs
haven't lost a conference game
since the Dukes ended their 11 iconference game winning streak
Feb. 18, 2001.
"Old Dominion is the team
to beat in this conference,
although I feel the gap has
been narrowed," Price said of
the l.ady Monarchs, who have
narrowly won their last two
CAA games.
Brooks said, "Obviously
they haven't been as dominant
as they have in the past, but
they are still the best team in
the conference," Brooks said.
"We're not playing our best
right now either, so we'll have
to go down to Norfolk and
give a great effort."

were two pivotal games for us
— two must wins for us. We
fought back to get to ."SCO in the
league. If you look at it in those
ienns, it should definitely be a
momentum builder for us."
Prior to those two conference wins, JMU had managed
to win just three of its last eight
games. The Dukes won back-toback home games Dec. 7 and
Dec.
16
against
Akron
University, 84-82, and Florida
Atlantic
University,
71-57,
before traveling to Puerto Rico
to compete in the San Juan
Shootout where they lost two
out of the three games to the
University of Denver, 79-72, and
Northeastern University, 69-66.
JMU's only win of the
tournament came over Puerto
Rico-Mayaguez,
88-58.
Whitehead recorded a double-double in the win, scoring
a career high 19 points and
pulling down 12 rebounds.
The Dukes' woes continued
after the tournament though,
losing three straight upon
returning home and four
straight overall. In its first game
after Christmas, JMU blew a 4328 halftime lead against visiting
Appalachian State University
and allowed guard Shawn I fall
to score all 25 of his points in the
second half in an 83-76 loss.
In their next two contests,
the Dukes opened conference
play by losing to Drexel

University, 82-62 Jan. 2 and
the University of Delaware,
69-54, Jan. 4.
Dillard said he felt the team
was not clicking on all cylinders
during its four game slide, but
said ultimately the skid was just
a temporary bump in the road.
"Quite frankly, if I can borrow a phrase from (football
coach) Mickey Matthews —
we stunk," Dillard said. "We
were bad there for a while on
defense, particularly man-toman defense. A lot of it has to
do with timing; we were in a
state at that point in the season where we weren't playing
well and I'm not sure that
playing at home or on the
road would've made a difference for us at that point.
"Eventually it's going to
level out and we're going to get
some smooth sailing along the
way. We have to guard against
thinking that where we were at
that moment is where we
would be the entire season.
Nothing is as bad as it seems,
and nothing lascs as long as you
think it's going to last"
Fanning said the team
needed to come together
more in order to improve and
said he thought it had the past
two games.
"We weren't playing collectively as a team and that can
really hurt us out there,"
Fanning said. "A lot of times we
got a lead and let up on defense

FILE PHOTtVMflff Canuella
Junior guard Chris Williams
and the Dukes will host the
Patriots Saturday.
and started deviating on
offense, things like that
"We're playing better team
ball on both ends, offensively
and defensively. We're clicking a lot better I think. But
there's always room for
improvement. The way you
improve is never being satisfied, so we're going to continue to work at that and hopefully continue to improve."
The Dukes next face George
Mason University at home this
Saturday at 2 p.m.

Looking for a few sports writers
Like sports? Like to write? We need you. The sports section is in need
of a few consistent writers to help cover the world of JMU sports.
No prior experience is needed — just knowledge of the game.
If interested, e-mail us at breezesports@hotmail.com

THURSDAY

TONIGHT ONLY
at

IMiGHT
43k
QHM

at the college center

dates and artists to be announced
in the Breeze January 2 3, 2003

Red Bull Party
FREE Red Bull!
Live DJ Spinning along with Lights
Ladies get in FREE

The Laiv Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC

what are you doing Thursday night?

hopefully something your parents would approve of...

Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor
how about getting together with friends
and listening to some good music!

You may reach me at 540-438-1000
71 Court Square, Suite B
Harrisonburg

cum

ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES

MUSIC * \
llpm-12:30am

\

FREE
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CLASSIFIEDS
Cramped' Compare ogr
spacious houses, duplexes and
apartments. See photos, prices
and cu'rent availability tor 2003
3004 at w** CMSVeofOfmty.com
FMNHC

FHI Bedra
j Mo \ tor Bent
Good neighborhood, close to
campus, washer/dryer included
May 2003 • May 2004 leas*.
Group* only. Call 4334)380. day:
or 432-1589. evening.

2003-2«04 Townhouse
4 Bedroom, (ircat location
Close lo JMU. convrniem to
stores, restaurants, etc

IMao OS It • 160MB. Quicken,
Applewrorka. Encyclopedia. Adobe
Page 1375 8799947

Mountain View
Townhouse*
1108 • 3 bedrooms,
deck, available Aug. 8730
1103 - 3 bedrooms. 2
1/2 baths, deck. hftsmioil.
available AuR 8S25

University Place
3 bedrooms. 2 baths, deck
Available June. 8660
Call 433-2221
a*, view Drive TH - 5 badrooma.
furniehed. Ethernet, groups of 5
preferred. $250/month. 1 year
•ess (B/03 - 67041 703450-5008.

ItomWIIW
$240 per bedroom. Call for
more information, 43.I-K42 V
1 Hou~a W-. FM.VW. tiben
Harrlaan • Doth W/0 microwave.
A/C. yard Front 3 badrooma.
S825. bach 2 badrooma. $550.
4330984.
Naga Head - Studant summar
rentala. Call 252-255-6328 or
seeryee/ersefy. com
1 Uaauka ■■*
tar Rant - in
Forest Hills Do not naad thraa
people, individual leases. Prtca la
negotieole. Available December 13
rmxajh June. HAthen and anplarcaja
Call Sean. 973-534*506.

•eat Ore M. l»eeN 3 badroom
tosnhouae available August 03 m
KaMHar achool area. Quiet and safe
neejhborhood. garage, large deck.
phone and cable outlets in each
room. For more details or an
apporntmerrt can S0O842 2227 or
email spydaroOtHnamel net

King liie Weteraad • taxing beat
offer See www.ebay.com item
•2300350289.
Cheap Auto Repair
2 IMU
studenta providing quality repair,
ASC certified. 15 years etpenenoe.
all repair* guaranteed. House calls
available Can 4424647 or IM m|autorepair.

Only $15 to run
your "For Sale"
ad for the entire
semester or until
your item sells
(whichever comes first >!

5 Bedroom. 2 1/2 bans

This offer M good January 16
2003 tluough May I 2003 and
only applies to advertising In ihe
Tot Sale' secnon Ads must he
20 words or less Offer applies IO
indlvtdual liens only Retail Mores
and businesses do not qualify tor
this sprcial otter
All ads are fubexi to
Brew approval

4Bedroom.l IftbaaK
Boil DwieaMei hivr » tthrr/dryCT,
Elhrmn hook-ups One year lease

Don't miss out on
this great deal!

KurcslllilK&fiatnhmr
Drive Townhouse.

Call 4.1 t.ii7w,

>eesB taJfaaw Hoses ■ $250/
paraon. 2 kitchens. 2 bathe. Call
43S-UO0

STUDENTS:
BACK TO SCHOOL
CASH!

Spring Sreak Insanity) Oo to
www.inter-campua.com or call us.
800-327*013 Guaranteed lowest
pneas Hottest destinations • free
meals and moral Cancan, Jama-ca.
Flonda. and Bahamas Party Cm-set
17 years eapenence Rape wanted
frae trips!

Sl3 75b«eippt
Local district office has tot
openinea for students and others.
Positions are in customer
service1 sales. There is no
telemarketing and no door to
drjor.WconVlOOididarships
and inicms are welcome.

WESTPORT VILLAGE
HUNTER'S RIDOE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
EAST ft WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET
1-2-3-4 OR 8

BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
2-3-4 BEDROOM
HOUSES
ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU!
NO BUS RIDE!

Kllne-Rlner Rentals
438-8800

SI U I SIT. AT MAS,
Utd CAM, SO ItSI'

l.eW.44*4«9
www.itstraval.cam

434-2454.140
Wanted: Dependable, Creative
Students - to provde child care for
area families Full time or parttime, primarily eveninga and
weekends. Nonsmoking a mutt.
Can CnadCare Corkriacbon. 4334531

Than go Direct! Booh now and get
guaranteed lowest price and free
pertiesl Campus reps wanted!
Orgamre some fnends - travel (reel
Wt have tero customer compietnts'
1800367 1252
www.scringbreaiOrrect.com

ed*d • to work
Fridays and Saturdays for office
and outside duties. Must be
available for full time in summer.
Located in city and couk) lead to
full-time emptoymert on graduat-on
Qood telephone and computer
skills a must. 433-1234.

Art Nowf Last chance to guarantee
the best spring break priced to all
destinations Reps needed, travel
free, earn 111 Group discounts
for 6«. Cell 800*38*203
www leituretours com

BEACH™TCI?S

Babysit Toddler In Our Horn.
Tuesday and Thursday mornings.
Must have references and
tran sport etlon Cad 234*272.

ARE YOU READYP

Crieodty Soring Break
you by StudentCity conv Soak now,
save up to 1100 on ail
international tripe. Party idvs a rock
star with MAXIM magazine and
Jackass 5 SteveO. For details call
1800 203 1446.
or e-mail
salesSstudenicity.com. or book
online at www siudenfc-iycorn

layajaTllailf

■mifm, ■

SI Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun Jamaica, Bahamas, and
Flonda. Best parlies, best hotels.
best pneets! Space Is limitedl Hurry
up and book now! 1 800-234 7007
www endiassaurramarlours.com

vjuncliue.com

Um.lAR.&MAMt.rKS
SITERMSORS

lUililU'lHiK
SPRING BREAK 03

#1 Bering Break VaeetToVsl
Cencun. Jamaica, Bahamas. &
Florida! oast parties, best hotels,
beet pr-cest Space is limited! Hurry
up and book now* 1*00-234-7007

Sun Splash Tours
1.800.426.7710
www.sunsphihtoun.com

:fiK!

l-IO0»ltn.CHAIl

PERSONALS

SI MMFR POSITIONS IN NO. VA

Walk 1/a Bleot. la Oampaa •
Apertmenta (or rent, groups of 4.
Private parking. 10 W. Grace St.
C«l Hurt, 574-3057.
• ■ E Eiiiabeth, $1,100,
3 bedroom W west-. 1750. June 1.
8799947.
•tuCent Room for Rant - 913
village Lane • Forest Hills Feme**
preferred. Available now through
May 2003. 1300/momh. Contact
Maude Moore. 703820-2019.
Felly furniahed Townhouse • m
Hunter's Ridge 4 bedroom, 2
bath. 1225/room plus utilities.
Available now Call 540-833*385
2 Story • Bedroom House •
Available 8/1/03 Two miles from
JMU. Large backyard. 2 full bathe,
1.5 kitchens, common room, ptue 2
additional rooms. 0" street parking,
1290/room per month plus
utilities. Deposit required. Perfect
t« small groups Call 437*103 for
an appointment

RSA
VW Cabrlo 1SS7 • CD. AM/FM.
power locks /steering, new belts
snd spark plugs, good condition.
lfl.500. Can Devon. 4386502

Skfdlval Ons day flrat Tandam
ahfdivaa from 2 1/2 mllaa upl
22 jumpar aircraft. JMU studant
diaeourvtal Can 1-177-348-3759
(877-OIVESKYI
www. alryd(*ao'an#a. com

S GREAT PAY VVTTH BONUS $

Aahby tMbleaee - very cheap rent
Most utiiius itluded Call 4384308.

PflRTY
CRUISE

wwi».premkrtnterpta*aaK.CTn
Cal I jr77.71Mtve5

WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:

CASCaV* • .SXATSUO • MaUaCA
BAKAaWS • FLOSfOA

a day potential. Local positions.
1-806293-3985. e»t. 215.
Inn Us to SIOO »er Week sssembung products at norm. Mo
experience. Info l-085*48-17OO,
Dept VA-4806

Are you a dynarnlc. energetic
roinpaaa.oru.te, motivated
individual looking for the
KXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME?
If ao, then Horizon Campe la
the place for you Horizon
Camps is made up of five
OirrSTANDINO co-ed
■umnier campe. seeking
AMAZING stafT to work with
INCREDIBLE klda ranging in
age from 7 to 15 Located in
NY. PA. ME and VW.
positions are available In the
areas of group leading,
athletic* theater-arts, water
sports, outdoor education.
and ao much more. For more
Irdbrmatlon and to complete an
application pleaae contact ua

Wail PeeHten AvaaaSte • r Athiet<c
Photography tor spring semester.
Responsibilities include web
design, maintenance, and office
work DVeamweever and Photeanop
experience required, as well ss
experience
with
Macintosh
Photography experience a plus.
Kpi'ctttont svs'isbie in Sports
id is Relations, Godwin 220 or
can 568-3294

$279!

■rwwTlprtigaireakTreirel .eara

1800678-6386

SPRING BREAK 03

Classified Ads I

"S mm mttmrnm^S

Slgana Alar* Larnade ■ a national
leadeeship and honors organisation
is seeking motivated students to
begm a chapter on campus. 30 GPA
required Contact intoaHarnonors org

I

Advertite in
The Breeze

'reeaejislnlamaicai
Guaranieeniowesi Prices!

Chiidearo Needed - for one year
old. Full day Tuesday and/or
Thursday. General babysitting also
needed interested? Can 432*384.

11.SOO Woakly
our circulars. Fn
'rat

Valsrnira a Day la 0r4> a Mama
Awayt Da aura to an your VMntlna
know how aoaelal tnay ara by
putting a Vaiontma a Day c>aaaiflad
ad m Trie Bmta. Call 36845127
for mora information.

S3 00 for the first 10 words

S: mi lor each aid'I 10 words
Block ads are $10 Inch

■ mmiirg
lia>)rmetion. Call

Now accepting
credit cards!!

SERVICES

Visa or Master Card
NOT1CF.

Sjrejajl saaadSsl "-s BBBBB>
■egadJajSJI ■•SSftjSBB.tffaSSSSSj

U.UJU- horiMoncampa com

BffJiaT BVsMseas WaftMI. IflC

1 SOO 544 04*11

1800-5U-5SO1

Call today
to place your ad!

Sun Splash Tours
1.800.426.7710
www stinsnlashioerscsni

ra
OUR UNITS ARE UNDER MARKET PRICE
'/i a Mode to campus
E.iterrwt access, linalvldual leases
less Chan $225.00 per month
Fully furnished
Only 2 units left!!!

GUuta ZaspAeM.

(540) 568-9899D

Chinese RestaurantO

1031 Porl Republic RdO
nexl lo Food Lion

•fesa ^LWteats

HO.OO Mt~im*m - JimUtt 4*4*

Open 7 days a week tin 1 amO

Get a Free T-Shirt D
when you order $50 or more!

Special Combination Platters

All Entrees served with Fried Rice. Spring Roll. & Soup: D
0

ALSO...4 bedroom houses
location, location, location
plenty of parking
OTHER UNITS AND TERMS AVAILABLE
DON'T LET THEM SLIP AWAY!!
CALL TOPAYII

Only

Choice ol Soup wonton. Egg Drop or Hot & Sour
SC1D

Chicken BroccoaD

SC2Q

Pork, Chicken. Bee' or Shrimp Chow MemD

SC3D

Sweet and Sour ClsckenO

SC4D

Sweet and Sour PorkO

SC5D

Moo Goo Gai PanD

SC17QBeel wilh BroccoliO
■ SCISDSzechuan BeelD
SCOOJumbo Shrimp with Lobster SauceD
' SC2onShnmp with Mixed VegetaolesD

' SC6D

Chicken with Garlic SauceD

' SC70

Hunan ChiokenD

SC2IO"unanShnmpO
SC22DTnple DelightD

SC8D

Pork with Mixed VegetaolesD

SC9D

Mixed Chinese VegeteblesD

* SC23D General Tso's ChrckenD
SC24D Sesame ChekenO
SC25DFour SeasonsD

'SC10D Hunan VegelatWiQ

SC26DPork, Chrcken Beel. or Shrimp Lo Memo

SC1I0 Chicken with Cashew NutsD

SC27 Chicken with Vegetables

'SCI2D KungPaoChickenD
UVAMTAGE KEALTY
ANACEMENTCKOUI'
INC

540-434-1173 OR E-MAIL
AMY SHIFFLETT
advadmln@rica.net

* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to tasle)

'SCI 3D Szechuan ChiokenO
SCUD Almond ChickenD

See bigger menu in JMU phone book

'SCI5D Hunan BeelD

-■ii

SCI60 Pepper SleakO

Credil cards accepted

Lunch Special from fJQW ll-4prn

We do not accept checks

Cinnamon Bear
Bakery a Deli

SKI & SKATE

"Maara-isoateeirs's Sourest for the Coolest SluN

ggsoiuriONS
due/rKC>ur

what have
s^^ou been
missing?
Full Coffee Bar "}
thai LatW C/
■Homemade Soups
Gourmet Sandwiches

»tal»I
Skis
$13.99
Boards... $19.99
Micros $13.99
1 WEEK....$59.99
Season.... $ 99.99!
r.-..- ■/...-,.,■./ QsSsSS

make it first on YOUR list this year!
600 University Blvd. Beside Costco 6 nTelos
Between Sheetz 6 JMU Arboretum

Your source lor goggles, jackets,
pants, etc all from top brandsl

Mon • Fh 7am • 8pm
Sat 7am - 5pm Sun 10am - 5pm

* DELIVERY AVAILABLE! CALL 438-9993 (Dinner-To-Go) *

■1. IS ••■«
■sssltaal Sis** aya

Call

433-7801

Hurl.m

Oafjty

Salomon
Rftf
'Draaon

<VC Shoe
CofumtU
Spyofer...
let

■ a anrerrslav 4»l
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The Gommo
Open House Party is
Free Pizza and Refreshments
• Tit f/-» TD/-\-rv» »-**■/■%

T

• ri *-V-» /~\ ^ f\ i

lUl VO iVStllUlC VV1U1 VS^X V/A

• Giving aw*

tsh at every breal

We Hav
Room
For You
Gome see our
model apartment

Thursday, Ja
4:00-6:00
Hurry on in before it's .too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing!
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

South View

58 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30-7:00
Saturday - Sunday
12:00-4:00

